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Decision 89 03 012 MAR 81989 

BEFORE '!'HE PUBLIC trrILITIES COMMISSION OF 1'HE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
( . ...., 

ONION OIL COMPANY of CALIFORNIA, ) 
a California Corporation; TEXACO ) 
SYNGAS, INC., a Delaware ) 
Corporation; and FLOOR CARSON, ) 
INC., a california Corporation, ) 

) 
Complainants, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON ) 
COMPANY, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

------------------------) 

case 87'-01-02'3 
(Filed January 14, 19S7) 

Messrs. Al:mour, St. John, Wilcox, Goodin & 
SChlotz, by J'o.mes D. Sguer!, Attorney at 
Law, for Onion Oil Company of California, 
Texaco Synqas, Inc., and Fluor Carson, Inc., 
and Joseph P. Foley, Attorney at Law, for 
Texaco, Inc., complainants. 

Richard K. Durant, CoU'ol S. Henningason, and. 
Julie A. Miller, Attorneys at Law, for 
Southern california Edison Company, defendant. 

Howard V. 'Golub, Michael S. Hindus, and Jo Shaffer, 
Atto:r:neya at Law, for Pacific Gaa and Electric 
Company, interested party. 

Thomas W. Thompson, for the Division of Ratepayer 
Ad.vocatea. 

OPIl!XOJl' 

I. Backgrognd 

Onion Oil Company of California (Unocal), Texaco· Syn94S , 

Inc. (Texaco), and Fluor C4raon, Inc. (Fluor) (collectively 
referred. to ascomploinants.) filed a. complaint against Southern 
california Edison Company (Edison) on January 14, 1987. 
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The general factual background t~ the complaint began in 
1983 and greW' out of the interest of Unocal, Texaco, and. Fluor in 
developing a project to convert petroleum. coke 'to electric power. 
petroleum. coke is a byproduct of crude oil refining. Texaco, had 
developed a process for gasifying the coke. The gas could fuel 
coqenerat.ion uni.ts, and hyclroqen could be produced out of this 
entire process. 

In 1984, Unocal and Edison executed a contract based on 
interim Standard. Offer No.4 (1504) for the sale of 70 MW from a 
coke-fired cogeneration facility at Unocal'8 ammonia plant in Brea. 
The £ed.eral PUblic Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) 
requires utilities to purchase electricity prod.uced by certain 
qualifying facilities (QFs), incluc1ing cogeneration facilities, at 
the utility's avoided cost, or the costs the utility avoids by 
purchasing power rather than qenerating an equivalent amount of 
power from ita own system. 'rhe standard offers, with terms and. 
prices that we hAd' found reaaonlll:>le, are one of our efforts to. 
comply with our responsibilities under PURPA. I50~ provides a 
long-ter.m certainty of price for QFs willing to enter into a lonq
tem contract with the utility. Because the, price of power 
purchased und.er 1504 contracts available at this time was based on 
projections WLd.e in MAy and. June of 1983, these contracts were 
particularly desirable when short-term avoided. costs declined in 

parallel with falling oil prices and with an. unexpected increase in 
the electric capacity available to utilities. We suspended the 
availability of 1504 on April 17, 19'85 (Decision (D.) 85-04-075-). 

After the contract was Signed, local opposition in Brea 
led Unocal to consider pursuing the project elsewhere. It began. to 
explore with Edison the possibility of relocating the project to 
Carson and assigning the contract to a new partnership cons1stinq 
primarily of complAinants. 

DiscussiOns with Edison continued. tor 4. while, but in 
September 1985 Ed..Uon info:cned tJnocal that it would not consent to 
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the assignment and relocation without a formal order from the 
Comm;ission. When construction had not begun by the start-up date 
estAblished in the contract, December 1, 1986, Edison exercised its 
contr~ctu~l rights and terminated the contract. 

The complaint concerns Edi8on's refusal: (1) to execute 
and consent to the assigmnent of the contract between 'O'nocal and 
Edison to the new partnership~ (2) to consent to an amendment of 
the contract to pe:r:mit relocation of the underlying' project from 
Brea to Carson: and (3) to extend the construction 8toUt-up date 
specified in the contract. The complaint asks. the Commis8ion to 
order Edison to execute the assignment of the contract, consent to 
the relocation, and extend, on a reasonable basis, the contract's 
construction start-up date. 

Edison answered the complaint on Februa%Y 26, 1987. In 
addition to the expectecl denials' of complainants." allegations, 
Edi80n views the contract as a nonstandard, negotiated aqreement 
with 'O'nocal, rather ~ an IS04. Edison affizmatively argue8 that 
the Brea project and the Carson project were two different 
projects, and that the Commission's decisions required Edison to 
obtain concessions in exchange for sub8tantial changes in the 
contract in order to maintain ratepayer indifference. Edi80n 
denies that it neqotiated in bad faith with complainants concerning 
the assignment and relocation. Edison further alleges that the 
complaint seeks relief--essentially an order to Edison to execute a 
nonstandard contract--that the Commission had previously stated it 
would not grant. Several defenses based in contract law are also 
rai8ed. According to Edison, the requested relief would be 
inconsi8tent with the suspension of IS04. Finally, Edison argues 
that pexmittinq site Switching and brokering of the contracts w:i.th 
QFs would create an undesirable precedent. 

Complainants felt it necessary to file a reply to· 
Edison's answer on March lS, 1987. The reply primarily addressed 
Edison's affirmative defenses· •. 
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A prehearing conference was held on May 5-,. 1987, and. 
evidentiary hearings were held on September 24 and 2S, 1987 •• 

. . 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) and the Commission's 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) intervened in the proceeding 
and participated in the hearings. 

The procedures of Public Utilities Code Section 311(d) 
were followed in developing this decision. The proposed deCision 
of the Adm5nistrative Law Judge was issued on February 2, 1989. 
Complainants and Edison filed. comments on the proposed decision. 

We have reviewed and carefully considered. the comments. 
We have incorporated. appropriate changes in this decision. 

XI. Po!!!itions of the PArtie' 

A. Complainant!!!,. Position 
. . 

Complainants first note that 0.82-01-103 and 0.83-10-093 
imposed. on utilities a duty to neqotiate ;[n good faith with QFs • 

Complainants believe that Edison breached its duty by repeatedly 
leading complainents to believe that Edison would consent to the 
requested. assignment and relocation if complainants would comply 
with a specific Edison request. But each time complainants 
complied. with a request,. Ed.ison posed additional conditions to· its 
consent, culminating in Edison's September 1986 statement that it· 
would not agree to the assignment and relocation without a formal 
order from the Commission, according to complainants. Complainants 
relied on Edison's apparent willingness to consent to the 
assignment and relocation, but eventually time ran out and the 
project was delayed. until meeting the construction start-up date 

set in the contract was impossible. Edison promptly exercised its 
right of termination when the target construction start-up date 
passed·. 

Compleinants believe that Edison misinterpreted the 
Commission's policies e.nd that its insistence oninaulation from 
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any possible risk connected with the relocation was a further 
breach of its obligations. ' . 

Complainants reject Edison's attempts to characterize the 
issues in this case as involving contract brokering or site 
swi tchinq • According to complainants, a properly framed statement 
of the issues the Commission must resolve in this case is: 

" ( 1) Is the proposed. carson Coqeneration 
Project as well as the tems and 
conditions under which power sold from 
such a projeet would be sold to Ed-ison in 
the interest of Edison's ratepayers? 

"(2) Given repeated representations by Edison 
that aasiqnment!relocation of the Onocal 
Contract waa appropriate, should Edison be 
required. to execute a power purchase 
agreement consistent with ComplainAnts' 
May 2& settlement offer?" 

1. '!'he Project' I Benefits 
Complainants Answer their first question by listing the 

benefits that the car,on project will provide to· Edison's 
ratepayers and other Californians. 

First, the project will demonstrate several unique 
technologies: conversion of waste petroleum coke t~ clean-burning 
fuel gas; coproduction of hydrogen for upgrading heavy California 
crude oils to clean transportation fuels; coproduction of methanol 
for transportation fuels, clean-burning boiler fuels, and load 
following of combustion turbines; air pollution control teehnoloq,y 
that exceeds the cu:rent state of the art; and. the capability to 
destroy completely waste oils and water effluents from refineries. 

second, the project will provide direct economic benefits 
to Edison's ratepayers. For this analysiS, complainants have used 
the terms.of a settlement they offere<i to- Edison on Hay 26, 198:7. 
Although complainants :believe th4t they a.re legal.ly entitled. t~ 
aSSignment and relocation of the oriq1na.l Onoca.l contract, they 
have reduced. their claim in the settlement offer beca.use 'they 
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believe that they may expect affir.mative action from the Commission 
only if the project is. found to advance the pul)11c inte'rest and. 
becAuee ambiquitiee create diffe:cent inte:rpretAtions of , the 
contrAct. 

The originAl contrAct contained the fol~owing terms: 70 
MW of fil:m capacity 'At $179 per kilowatt-year (kW-yr); 6,6 MW 
of as-available cape.city; and energy associated with 136 MW at 9.8 
cents per kilOWAtt-hour (kWh).. The settlement offer contained the 
following te~t 70 MW of firm capacity based on $179 per kW'-yr, 
escalated to $224 per kW-yr t~ account for delAyinq the firm 
operAtion dAte from 1989 to' 1992; 6& MW O'f firm capacity at $103 
per kW-yr; energy Associated with 70 MW At 9.8 cents Per kWh; and 
energy associated with 6& MW at 6.4 cents per kWh. ComplainAnts" 
economic analyses are based on the lat~er terms. 

Complainants. have devel~ped two analyses of short-run 
avoid.ed coste, one based on Edison'S projections of fossil fuel 
costs and the other based on prO'jections of fossil fuel costs made 
by the California Energy COmmission (CEe). Complainants also 
compared the costs and benefits of the settlement offer'S 1992 firm 
operAtion date with the 1989 firm operation date of the oriqine.l 
contract. Complainants believe that this comparison properly 
represents the rAtepayers" perspective on this controversy .. 

This analysis shows. that benefits ranging from $16.1 
million to $S7oo7 million result when the settlement offer's terms 
are compared. to' the CEC's fuel price prO'jections, and expected 
losses ranginq from $24.2 million to $54.3 million. result when 
Edison's projections are used.. ComplAinants argue that viewing 
these results as best and worst CAses, or using the midpoint of the 
ranges, results in estimates thAt, standing in isO'lation, are 
acceptable from the ratepayers' viewpoint. 

Complainants think that consideration of other benefits 
swings the analysis in favor of their requested: relief. The 
project provides insurance aqainst hiqheroil prices. The success 
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of the project will stimulate similar projects, wh1ch will provide 
a competitive,alternate energy source tend1ng to 11m1t future oil 
price increases. In addition, the project will reduce emissions of 
oxides of nitroqen (NOx) in the Los Angeles basin; will allow fuel 
cost savings from burning methanol in Edison~s combustion turbines 
or from overfirinq in the~l plants7 will result in reduction of 
off-peak power purchases due to load following using the methanol 
flywheel; and will reduce transmission losses because of the 
project's location near Edison's load center. 

Complainants estimate the savings from NOx reductions and 
fuel cost savinqs to be $15- million and $4S million, respectively. 
No estimates have been mAde of the savings in off-peak purchases 
and transmission losses because of insufficient data. 

Complainants conclude that the direct benefits· to' 
Edison's ratepayers justify granting the requested relief. 

The project will also provide substantial indirect 
benefits to ratepayers and to other Californians, complainants say • 
For example, the project's success will stimulate additional 
projects \dth s1milar benefits.. Complainants. estimate the benefits 
of these subsequent projects for ratepayers to range from $SO' to 
$310 million. Thus, complainants assert, the direct and indirect 
benefits to Edison's ratepoyers total $9S million to $355 million .. 

Complainants also believe that the project will benefit 
californians in general. First, the project will reduce oil 
imports and increase the in-state refining of Ca,lifornia crude oil. 
Coke gasification alao increases the proportion of heavy crude that 

can be converted to clean transportation fuels. The hydrogen that 
is a coproduct of the project ia needed in large quantities to 
refine heavyerudea into unleaded gasoline, low sulfur diesel 
fuels, and jet fuels. Second, the project will ~emonstr4te an 
alternative to natural gas as a domestie source ::fo:r: production of 
methanol. Th.1rd,.. the project will demonstrate an electrie 
qeneration technology that 'exceeds current air pollution control 
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standards. Fourth, the project will increase the state and local 
taxes ~ $25 million and increa8e employment by 800-1000 person
years during construction and by 90-100 permanent jobs .. 

Complainants acknowledge that such external benefits do 
not independently justify their ~equested relief, but they argue 
that such benefits should be considered by the Commission in 
reaching its decision in this case .. 

2. lSli82D', Conduct 
The second prong of complainants' argument is that 

Edison's conduct and representations to complainants justify 
qrant.inq their requested relief.. Complainants argue that they 
expended substantial time, effort, and money based on Edison's 
continued representations that complainants' efforts were entirely 
consistent with Edison's interests. ComplaiNlnt8 believe that an 
examin~tion of Edison's conduct leads to the conclusion that 
complainants are entitled to the requested relief. 

Unocal beqan studying the feasibility of a coke 
gasification facility at its Brea plant in July 1983. In 1984, 
Fluor and Texaco be<;an providing their services to the project. In 
1984, Fluor, Texaco, and Edison formed a joint venture to study 
construction of a coke gasification project, called the Los Angeles 
Basin Coke Gasification Project. Many sites were evaluated, and in 

August 1984 the v~nture began to identify specific customers for 
the products of the project. 

Unocal executed the power purchase agreement with Edison 
for the Brea project 1n DeCember 1984. Execution of the contract 
stimulated local opposition to the project, and Unoeal determined 
that relocation to the Los Angeles harbor area, where there is a 
concentration of coke production, would be preferable to remaining 
~t the Drea site. 

In Februa:cy 1985, onoea.l ilUtiate<r cU.scussions wi.th 

Edison about the transfer of the 'Onceal cont:actto another site. 
At that time, Edison said it hAd',no policy on such transfers. In 
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March 1985, EdJ.son withdrew from the L.A. Basin Coke G4si:f1cat1on 
Project, but expressed. an interest in rejoining the project ·when it 
was more developed.. Fluor and Texaco continued development o·f the 
project. 

At ~ut the smue time, Onocal, Texaco, and Fluor began 
discussiOns about jointly pursuing a coke gasification pro·ject, and. 
these parties have worked. together on the project since that time. 
Although no executed written aqreement8 have formalized. the jOint 
Arrangement, collateral aqreements and. the expenditure of tens. of 
millions of dollars demonstrate a continuing and substantial 
commitment ~ong the complainants to develop the carson project. 

Meanwhile, according to complainants, Edison was 
encouraging complainants to relocate the pro·ject. On June 26, 
1985-, one of Edison's senior managers advised. Texaco that the 
Onocal contract could be relocated and that the Onocal contract 
was one of the few contracts that had such flexibility. In August 
1985, Texaco initiated discussions with Edison concerning the 
assignment of the Onocal contract to the 'Onocal-Texaco-Fluor 
partnership, relocation of the project from Brea to CArson, and 
extension of the construction start-up date contained in the 
contract. Edison indicated. that the construction start-up date 
would not be enforced. as long as the deadline for the start of firm. 
operation could be met and that the contract could be assiqnecl to 
the partnership, complainants contend. 

Negotiat1ons on these topics continued.. In meetings on 
February l2 and 13, 1986, the partnership again raised the problem 
of the construction start-up date, which at this time clearly could. 
not be met Decause of continuing negotiations. According to 
complainants, Ediaon again stated that the construction start-up
date would not be enforced. 

On February 19, 1986" t;1nocal formally requested Edison's. 
consent to asaiqnmentof the contract to- the partnership and to 
relocation of the project to· Carson. On KArch &, Edison stated 
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that it favored approving the assignment, ~ut it reserved its 
final opinion until it had consulted the Commission's staff. 
Edison met with staff members on MArch &. On April 1, Edison told 
the Commission's staff that it intended to proceed with the 
assignment and relocation, provided that the staff's 
representations made at the MArch 6 meeting remained in effect. 
The staff conveyed the required assurances to Edison, according to 
complainants. 

Despite these assurances, Edison refused to· execute the 
~endment to the contract to permit the assignment and relocation. 
Edison now required the approval of a Commissioner before it would 
consent to the assignment and relocation. On May 16, Edison met 
with 'Onocal.and Texaco and approved the correspondence that would 
request the Commissioner's review and approval of the assignment 
and relocation. On July 17, 'Onocal submitted. the request to 
Commissioner CAlvo. Commissioner Calvo responded. on July 29, with 
a letter stating that the assignment and relocation was consistent 
with the Commission's policies and was not unreasonable in light of 
the facts stated. in the request. 

On August 24, 1986, Edison informed. 'Onoeal that it would 
not consent to the assignment and relocation based. on Commissioner 
Calvo's letter. On september 2&, Edison told' 'O'nocAl that it 

required a foxmal Commission order ratifying the reasonableness of 
Edison's consent before it would agree to the assignment and 
relocation. 

Complainants argue that Edison misled them at every 
point unt11 the statement in August that it would not consent to· 
the assignment and relocation. Edison's argument that the terms 
of complainants' request were unclear or that the- terms chang-ed 
over time is :belied by the April 1 eor:respondenee from Edison 
t~ Commissioner calvo's office, which aeeuratelydescr1bed the 
proposal in detail • 
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Complainants believe that the precedinq facts compel 
rejection of Edison'a arguments that it knew all alonqtbat the 
assignment and relocation was not in the ratepayers' interest; that 
Edison never entertained the possibility that it would voluntarily 
agree to the assignment and relocation; that EdilSon intended 
strictly to enforce the terms of the Onoeal contract; and that 
Nola's April 1 correspondence represented only the opinion of an 
individual who had no authority to bind Edison. 

Thus, complainants argue.. Edison intended all along to 
terminate the contract, and Ediso~ negotiated in bad faith by 
misrepresentinq its intentions to complainants. At best, ~Ediaon 
utterly failed to communicate its intentions t~ Complainants and. 

negligently led Compla1nants down the path of meaningless and 
fruitless negotiations.-

Because the carson project is in the publiC inte~st and 
in light of Edison'a conduct, complainants ask the Commission to 
order Ediaon to execute a power purchase agreement based on the 
settlement offer of Kay 26. 
B. Edison" Position 

In EdilSon's view, this case involves two separate 
projects, the ~nocal Brea project and the Texaco/Fluor project. 
The TeXACo/Fluor project was not sufficiently defined to allow an 
I504 contract to be signed before the Commission suspended 1504 on 
April 17, 19S5. The request for the assignment of the Onocal 
contract first came after the suspension of 1504. 

Edison negotiated. with the complainants to develop a 
contract that was in the ratepayers' interest. When these efforts 
proved unsuccessful, however, it notified. complainants that it 
would not agree to assign the Onocal contract without obtaining 
further benef.ita for ratepayers. When the start-up date called. for 
in the contract passed. without. the start of construct1on,- !:c1UJon 
exercised 1tscontractua1 right to- term1nate the aqreement .. 
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Edison believes that this case presents a clear test of 
the Co~ssion'a po11cy on contract brokerinq llnd s1te 8w1tc~nq. 

1. lG$'O.al~ 
Edison's view of the facts of this case diffor from 

complainants' in several key respects. 
First, Edison views the 'O'nocal contract as a nonstandard 

contract, since Unoeal requested and obtained several changes from 
the standard offer.. Edison believes the contract was for a 13& MW 
cogeneration project, with 70 MW of firm capacity and associated. 
energy to be sold to Edison and the remaining' &5 MW to ]:)a used on 
site. 

The TexaCO/Fluor venture was an entirely separate 
project, in Edison's opinion, that did not mature fast enouqh to 
qualify for an IS04 contract before the suspension.. After the 
suspension, Edison informed. Texaco and Fluor that any further 
neqotiations would have to be based on the te:z:m.s. of Standard Offer 
No,. 2 (S02), which remained. in effect. The proposal to assiqn the 
Unocal contract followed .. 

Edison negotiated with the complainants, in hopes o,f 
incorporatinq dispatchability and voltaqe support in the contract .. 
By August 198&, Edison became convinced that the operating 
characteristics of the Carson project would not permit dispatch. 
At the same time, falling energy and capacity price forecasts 
convinced. Edison that the project would not provide economic 
benefits to Edison's ratepayers. Edison informed the partnership 
of its conclusion at the Auqust llnd September meetings. 

Ed~son did not reqard the letter from Commissioner Calvo . 
as providing sufficient assurance to justify the assignment and 
relocation.' Although the letter generally supported the project, 
key lanquage on the reasonableness of Edison's proposed. action WAS

vague., 
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. 
Because of the lack of ratepayer benefits, Edison would 

not consent to ~e assignment and relocation of the project, even 
today, without a direct order from the Commission. 

2. lSfison" View of theJseet 
Edison also differs with complainants in its view of how 

the issues in this case should be defined. Edison believes that in 
order to grant the requested relief, the Commission must agree with 
complainants that Edison neqotiated in bad faith· and that the 
appropriate equitable remedy is to assiqn the Unocal contract to 
the carson project. Moreover, Edison argues that the Commission 
need not reach the issue of ~ad faith if it finds that the proposal 
is not in the ratepayers' interest or that the requeeted relief is 
inappropriate. Edison believes that granting the requested relief 
would. create a very bad precedent for future transactions with 
other QFs. 

3.. Edison', tC9nduct 
Edison says that it did not negotiate in ~ad faith. .... 

The duty to negotiate in good faith with OF., was created in 
D.82-01-l03. ~he nature of this duty was stated very clearly: 

"When the utility is unwilling or unable to 
accept a QF's proposal, the utility must 
respond with a timely counteroffer, or an 
explanation ••• of: 

"1. ~he specific information needea to 
evaluate the proposal: 

"2. The precise difficulty encountered in 
evaluating the proposal; and. 

.. 3.. The estimated elate when it will respond 
to the proposal. It (O.82'-01-103·, 8 CPOC 
2d 20, 85.) . 

Edison believes it has met. this duty. "For example, 
Bdison explained why it was refusing the partnership's proposed 
amendments, ~. detailed 1n the testimony of its witness 
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John Bunnell, and it made a counteroffer based on S02. Edison 
believes that eomplainants are ,trying to' assert that investigating 
a proposal and attempting to work out a solution is bad faith if a 
solution cannot be reached. In essence, compla~ts' thesis is 
that the utility cannot break off prelim1nery negotiations. Case 
law and the relevant literature have rejected this notion. 

Edison also rejects complainants' ,Assertions that they 
had met all conditions that Edison had established for its, consent 
to the assignment and relocation. Several important elements of 
Edison's negotiating package--dispatchebility" voltage support, and 
other operating benefits--wero never agreed to by complainants. 
Edison did not finally r~ject complainants' proposal until it 
became clear that complainants were not willing to include these 
important benefits for ratepayers in the amendments. 

Moreover, Unoeal should have been aware all along that it 
bore the risk that the project would not be developed, Edison 
argues. The contract clearly gave Edison the right to terminate if 
the construction start-up date was not met, and' the contract also 
requi%'ed. a waiver of any of the contract's provisions. to be in 
writinq.. The contract clearly placed the risk that the project 
would not go forward on Unoeal. 

4. The Reqae8tedRelief 
Edison also argues that the relief requested by 

complainants is inequitable and inappropriate. 
The relief is procedurally inappropriate because 

complainants' request, in essence, is an application for review ~f 
a nonstandard contract. The Commission has ruled that only the 
utility may file for review of a nonstandard contract. 
FUrthermore, the Commission has ruled that it does not intend to 
intervene in or rewrite contracts, which is precisely the relief 
that complainants request. 

In addition, the tema of the requested. relief are in 
dispute. Ed.ison believes that complainants r claim to. IS04 prices 
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. 
for the energy associated with the full 13& MW of the 'O'noeal 
project is merely a ,~trawman constructed to make the settlement 
offer seem more reasonable. Under Edison's view of the 'O'nocal 
contract, the price of energy in the settlement offer would 
actually exceed the price in the original contract. Edison 
believes that complailumts' attempt to get the Commission to 
approve its proposal is an effort to negotiate witn the Commission 
rather than with Edison. 

The requested relief is also inconsistent with the 
Commission's policy, according to Edison. Granting the relief 
would amount to compelling the utility to purchase power at prices 
greater than its avoided cost, in violation of Section 210 of 
P'ORPA. As noted previously, Edison thinks compla~t8' claim of 
bad faith is merely an attempt to bring an application for a new 
nonstandard contraet before the Commission, as co~plainants' 
counsel essentially acknowledged in his opening statement. The 
Commission has also stated its policy that the quiding standard for 
review of nonstandard contracts is the eeonomic indifference of 
ratepayers; that is, the nonstandard agreement should be the 
economic equivalent of a comparable standard offer. Even if 
complainants' economic analyses are accepted at face value, 
ratepayers are not indifferent to this contract because of the 
great detriment that ratepayers would incur if a precedent allowing 
contract brokering and site switching were to emerge from this 
case. 

In Edison'S opinion, this case presents a clear test of 
the Commission's policy on site switching and contract brokering. 
Edison points out that DRA' s propose<:l quidelines on negotiating 
IS04 contracts would not pe~t complainants' proposed amendments. 
The facts show that this complaint is an attempt to transfer a 
contract from· the original project to a different project,. the 
definition of contract. brokering,. according to Edison.. The carson 
project differs from the Brea project innumerous· ways: the 
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identity of the pouticip4I1ts, the date of the start of 
construction, the project's 8ize and location, the technology to be 

used, the use of the recovered heat from the cogeneration process, 
the interconnection point with Edison's system, the amount of power 
to be purchaaed by Edison, the project's design, and the fuel or 
energy source. Moreover, it is clear that the project cannot 
succeed under the ter.ms of the original contract without a number 
of material changes to reflect these differences. 

s. . %he Project·, C28t to RAtepayers 
Edison calculates that the project's costs for ratepayers 

exceed .its. benefits by al;)out $140 m.illion. The calculations are 
bAsed. .in part on Edison's rejection of complainants' contention 
that unquantifiable soeietal benefits. justify payment of more than 
the current avoided cost. Edi80n potnts out that complainants have 
admitted that the project would not be built if payments were 
l1mited to eu:rent Avoided cost. EditJon also believes that this 
issue has prev.iously :been decided l:Iy the Commission: 

"Further, while societal cOD.!liderations have 
always been importAnt to thel Commission, we do 
not view the development of avoided coats as an. 
avenue for determinjnq whether certain 
technologies or owners should receive 
preferential finanCial assis'tance based on 
overall societal benefits. There are 
undoubtedly proponents of other worthwhile 
projects who could and would argue that their 
projects provide equally important benefits to 
society. Opening the standard offer process to 
consideration and resolution of such broad 
policy issues would unneceSSArily complicate, 
pol~tic~ze, and lengthen what ia already a 
cumbersome process." (D.SS-07-0:U, mJ.meo .. pp. 
31-32.) 

Ed.f.son .is will.ing to honor the or.:Lg~na.l contract, 
although it estimates that this contract would cost ratepayers 
between $13S m!.llionand $200 m.illion in overpayments. Ed.ison 
believes that the Brea project is not viable,. and it ugues that to 
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permit the project to, move to the Carson site would ensure that 
ratepayers would in fact incur those overpayments., . 

Even the May Z& settlement offer would cost ratepayers 
$61 million, according to Edison's calculations. Branchcomb's. 
analysis was flawed because it. comparea only the choice between a 
1989 on-line date and a 1992 on-line date for the project. 
Edison's estimates are based on a comparison of the project's costs 
with the current avoided cost during the period of operation under 
the settlement offer, 1992-2012. It performed six sensitivity 
analyses that convinced it that ratepayers should not ineur the 
risks assoeiate4 with the settlement offer. 

Finally, Edison argues that the Commission should not 
unde:mine Edison's management discretion to negotiate with QFs by 
foreing Edison to aecept the settlement offer. 
c. Other Parties' PoRtions 

1. DBA's Position 
DRA opposes complainants' requested relief.. DRA. argues 

that the relocated. project would be a wholly different project from 
the Brea project contemplated in the original contract, and that 
granting complainants' request would allow brolcering of the 
contract. In adcl1t1on, ORA believes thAt the amended contract 
requested by complainants would not leave ratepayers indifferent 
ancl thus would fail one of the important tests the Commission has 
applied in stmilar situations. 

DRA acknowledges the physical similarity of the two 
p:r:o~ects, but, like Edison, ORA notes the change in tJnoeal's· 
participation in the Carson project. At Brea, tJnoeal would have 
received synthesiS gas, process steam, and electricity for its own 
use, but at CUson 'Onocal would receive onlytbe profits from the 
SAle of electricity. This difference,. among others, persuades ORA 
that the two projec:ta are ci1stinct ~ 

nRAarques that ratepayers would face increased risk 
under the eontract requested. by complainants.. L1lce the.oriqinal 
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contract, the amended contract would requi::e payments of $179 per 
kilowatt-year for 70 MW. But the amended contract would also fix 
payments at $103 per kilowatt-year for an additional 66 MW. Fixing 
the price for the additional payments is an added risk for 
ratepayers, and one that ORA does not feel that ratepayers should 
bear. 

Accord.i.nq to ORA, the discussion of the benefits of the 
carson projeet is irrelevant to the resolution of the complaint, 
because of DRA's conclusion that the two project& are separate ~d 
distinct. Complainants have no right to an amended contract,. DRA 
coneludes. 

2. 5'''' Positw 
This case presents a clear example o·f the issue of 

brolcerinq of IS04 con.tracts, in PG&E'a view.. PG&E believes that 
Unoeal is trying to sell its XS04 contract for $10 million to the 
partnership fo:med by complainants. The record is clear that 
Texaco and Fluor were not participants in the Brea project, and 
PG&E believes that they are currently seeking Unocal'8 XS04 because 
they were unal:>le to obt4in An IS04 for the carson project before 
the offer was suspended. PG&E notes that Texaco first approached 
Unoeal within 4 few weeks of the suspension. of XS04. 

The true nature of this sale is revealed in the letter 
agreement of January 27, 198:5 (Ex.6), and the draft partnership· 
agreement (Ex. 7). According to PG&E, these documents make clear 
that Unoeal's sole capital contribution to the partnership would be 

the assignment of its contract to the partnership, a contribution 
judged by the parties to :be worth at least $10 million. In PG&E"s 
opinion, the arranqements. discussed in these and other documents 
Wlke it clear that this is a case of controct brokerinq. 

PG&E asserts that the CommisSion stated. that standard. 
offer contra~ would be available for well-defined,. site-specific 
projects and should not .beused. for speculation (0'.85-04-075).. The 
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.. 
adoption of the screening criteria in the OF milestone procedure 
(0. 85-01-03e) reinforces this conclusion. 

PG&E agrees with Edison that the failure of Edison and 
complainants. to reach an agreement does not amount to bad faith. 
PG&E cites Friant v. WE, D.B3-0&-109, as stating that the 
obligation t~ negotiate in good faith with QFs does not mandate a 
particular result to the negotiations. 

Finally, PG&E asserts that complainants are improperly 
using the complaint procedure to obtain the Commission~s approval 
of a nonst6ndard contract. 
D. Complainant!' Rgply 

Complainants think that the opposing parties ignore or 
distort the facts. Complainants believe that the record 
establishes the following facts: 

.. (a) ComplainAnts requested, in a straightforward 
manner, relocation/assignment of the Unocal 
Cont:act; (b) Edison agreed, subject to the 
resolution of stated concerns and the 
fulfillment of specified condition8; (c) 
such concerns were apparently resolved 
and the requ:Lred conditions fulfilled; and 
(d) Edison unilaterally changed its mind in 
order to insulate itself from any risk and 
after needles8ly cOmmitting Complainants to
the expenditure of considerable time And 
resources." 

Complainants believe that ORA ignores certain key facts and that 
Edison and PG&E distort the relevant facts. 

On the allegation that complainants seek to engage in 
cont:act brokering, complainants make several points. 

Fust, complainants continue to feel that this question 
is irrelev~t to the resolution of their complaint. 

Second, complaiMnts. point out thAt brokerinq suggests an 
inte:r:med1axy, who for 4. - commission w~ll bring- seller and buyer 
together. In this cue, the parties have remained the same from 
the . outset. Alth~uqh the precise le<Jal. arran9'ementa between the 
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complainants may differ from those that would have been in effect 
if the project had remained at Brea, the three complainants would 
have been involved in any event. 

Third, Edison's own actions indicate that it had no 
reservation about the proposed transfer of the project and that it 
did not believe that there was or should be a blanket prohibition 
against transfering projects. 

Fourth, in a memo of February 25, 19-85, from Edison's. 

Bunnell to Nola, it is clear that Edison did not consider 
complainants' request to be a brokering of the Brea contract: 

"At the time the Brea contract was signed, it 
appeared that both Unoc:al (then Union Oil) and 
Texaco were considering taking a leading role 
in a coke qasification project. Edison was a 
participant in a feasibility study conducted 
with Texaco and Fluor, while Unoc:al was moving 
forward on its own. 

"However, it seemed common knowledge that only 
one project would be built. Unocal took the 
precaution of signing a Standard Offer 4, while 
the Texaco qroup only recently made a decision 
to proceed with contract negotiation. Since 
Texaco owns the coke gasification technology, 
they would have been involved in either case, 
at least as a vendor. This new request 
prob@ly represents the consolidation of all of 
the interested parties around one form of the 
project rather than, as either a move of a 
project from one location to another, or as one 
project buying another SO 4 COD.-:ract and 
r'llnn:tng with it." (Tr. 152.) 

Finally, complainants remind ORA. and others that any 
policy the Commission may have against contract brokering is 
directed against projects that are not in the public interest. 
Therefore, a threshold question to any analysis. invol v:ing con.tract 
brokering is whether or not the project is in the pgblic interest. 
Compla1Mnts believe that they have demonstrated that the public 
interest is served by ~eir requested assignment and· that, even on 
its own te::r::ma, ORA'. objection to it& request should be rejected .. 
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. 
ComplAinants' respond to DRA' a concern About the risk for 

ratepayers by pointing out that fixed price contrActs per se Are n~ 
more risky than A contract,that reflects current prices. The real 
question in complAinants' view is whether the certainty of fixed 
prices is worth the risk that lAter pricee will be lower. Viewed 
in this way, complainants believe that their requested amendments 
present no gxeater risk to ratepayers than a contract baaed on 
floating prices. 

In connection with this point~ complainants state th4t 
their cAlculation of the contract's benefits, which develops long
texm costs based on a projeetion of short-term avoided costs, is 
the only approved way of developing long-run avoided costs under 
the Commission' IS decisions. From, the suspension of IS04 to 
submission of this case, the Commission had not approved any other 
method for developing long-run avoided costs. 

Complainants. reject the allegation that their bad faith 
ClAim is based on Edison's failure t~ agxee with them. 
ComplAinants Assert that their claim is based on Edison's breach of 
its duty t~ respond promptly with truthful and timely explanatio~ 
of its position. ComplAinants also point out ~at Edison's claimed 
counteroffer of the S02 contract was no counter~ffer at all, but 
merely stated. what Alread.y existeci: the availability of S02. 

Complainants also dispute Edison's claim that its 
rejection of complainants' proposal was reflected. in a memo of 
February 14, 198&. If that memo is deemed to reflect a rejection 
of the proposal, then Nola's letter to Commissioner calvo's office 
of April 1 must be viewed as reflecting a withdrAWAl of that 
rejection. Complainants arque that these documents support their 
claim that their propoSAl was not rejected until August 2'4, 198&. 

Ed.ison's claim that the proposal was not well defined' is 
refuted by the many details set forth in the attachment to Unocal r 8 

letter of PebruArY 19:, 1986. Complainants AlSo. point out that 
'Edison never conveyed any !nfo:r:m.ation to them that auggestecl that 
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Edison placed any significance on voltaqe support or 
dispatchability. Complainants 'think that tb~ Commission ,should 
qive n~ weight t~ !dison's position that these issues prevented the 
parties from reachinq an agreement. 
B. Mison'I Re:RlY 

Edison believes that it met the Commission's qood faith 
requirements in its dealinqs with complainAnts. It mad.e timely 
counteroffers and. gave explanations. Neqotiations were not strung 
out, as compleinents allege, as shown by the fact that all of the 
negotiations, from the presentation of the proposal in Febru~ 

until Edison's rejection in Auqust, consumed only a total of s1x 
months. 

Edison also points out that the Commission requires 
either a counteroffer or an explanation, and thus Edison was not 
always obliged to expla£n its position when it presented. a 
counteroffer. 1'he important question, in Edison's view, is whether 
any explanation was needed at a particular point in the 
neqotiations. 

For example, Edison believes that no explanation was 
required when it exercised its contractual right to ter.minate the 
contract. ~e contract clearly stated the ri9'ht and required. any 
waiver of th.i.a provision to be in writinq. Complainants' letter of 
November 17, 1986, requesting Edison's assurances about the 
termination issue implicitly acknowledqes that only a written 
waiver would meet the requirements of the contract. 

Edison denies complainants' assertion that it encow:aged 
the relocation/assignment or that it waived the requirement for 
startinq construction by the date specified in the contract. 

Edison continues to believe that compla1n4nts' actions 
amount to broker1nq of the contract. Contract brolce:inq is aqainst 
the Commission's policy, as was made clear ;Ln, its report to the 
Legislatuxe on ·pioneer" QFa.. Edison states, "Xt would be 
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inconsistent for the Commission to order Edison to perform the very 
actions it condemns as imprudent to· the Leqislature.-

Moreover, Edison believes that the contract is not 1n. 'the 
public interest.. The prices in the I504 were based on economic 
forecasts made in MAy and. June 198'3 that were declared to be 

danqerously out of elate in April 198'S, when the %S04 was suspended. 
~o qrant complainants an opportun1ty to reinstate such prices would 
almost certainly result in unnecessary har.m to ratepayers. 
F. DBA'!5 Reply 

ORA's reply clarifies that it takes no position on 
whether or not Edison has acted in bad fa! th towards complainants .. 
But ORA continues to believe that the requested relief is not in 
the public interest. ORA views the proposed assignment and 
reloeat1on as a means of c1rcumvent1nq the suspens10n of %504, 
which is eqni valent to brokerinq the contract .. 

The fixed capacity payments of either the contract or 'the 
settlement offer pose an added. risk for ratepayers, ORA continues 
to assert. Such fixed. payments are a gamble for ratepayers, 
reqardle8s of whether they compare favorably or unfavorably with 
today's outlook of future pric,es.. In addition, such fixed payments 
provide an undeniable benefit for complainants because they add. to 
the predictability of the project's revenue stremn; 

ORA. ad.ds that even if Edison and complainants had reached 
aqreement onmodifyinq the contract' 8 terms, DRA: would 'have opposed 
the revised contract as a disservice to· ratepayers. 

XII.. Dif!CU!58ion 

A. B.aekgroand 
Wbenwe chose to develop the standard offers to fulfill 

in part our ob11qations under PO'RPA, one of our hopes was that the 

existenee of ,the standard offers would avoid thenee •• sityof 
detailed. review of' inclividual contracts between utilities and what 
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promised to- be a multitude of OFs. The economic and natural 
resources of OLlifornio. seemed: particulorly well suited to 'C.he 
development of the independent generators that PORPA was intended 
to stimulate, and we concluded that a case-by-case review of 
individual contracts would soon prove to be unwieldy. Thus, we 
engaged in the sometimes tedious and laborious task of developing 
form contracts that the utilities were required to offer to QFs_ 
Once we approved these standard offers, the utility's purchases 
under the contracts were presumed to be reasonable, and we hoped 
that this prior approval and presumption of reasonableness would 
also speed up the review of the reasonableness of the utility'S 
overall purchases. 

The standard offers were also designed to, neutralize the 
tremendous barqa1n1ngpower of the utility as the only purchaser of 
the OF's power. We adopted several requirements to ease 
negotiations between utilities and QFa, but the QF's ultimate 
bargaining power was its right to accept the standard offer if it 
could not come to different terms with the utility. 

Once the OF and the utility signed a contract--e1ther one 
of the standard offers,or a negotiated contract--we had hoped that 
our subsequent role would be limited to the usual review of the 
reasonableness of the utility'S purchases and administration of its 
contrActs with OFs. If later disputes developed between the 
utility and the OF about the interpretation or implementation of 
the contract, we presumed that the parties would turn to the common 
resources for resolving such disputes--neqotiations, arbitration, 
and, if necessary, the courts. 

Complainants hAve stated their complaint in this case in 
a way that is apparently intended to fall within the limited role 
we have said we would assume in these diSputes. Nevertheless, it 
is now clear th4t the, primary points of the. complaint boil down to
disputes that frequently arise around, contracts of all types and 
that have been addressed in several hundred years of contract· law. 
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Very little in this complaint requires our special expertise to 
resolvei most of the issues could have been handled by the normal 
means of dispute resolution. 

At this point, having aceepted the complaint,> conducted 
the hearings, and evaluated the arguments of the briefs, we will 
not direct the complainants to another forum. But neither will we 
ignore the principles that have developed over the years to resolve 
these issues.. Although the parties have to a luge part declined 
to characterize their disputes in terms. of contract law, we find 
that our analysis of these issues is greatly aided by referring to 
the general principles of the law on contracts and agreements. OUr 
discussion will largely follow this analysis. 
B. The Vnoea1 Contract 

Our analysis begins with the contract between Onocal and 
Edison, signed on December 5, 1984. The contract was ba~ed on 
interim 1S04, but there were several terms that differed from the 
standard offer (see Ex. 14, pp .. 4-5, Appendices D and E) .. 

A ~or dispute arose during the hearings about whether 
the contract was or was not an IS04 contract. It appears that all 
parties now agree that the contract is a nonstandard contract based 
on 1S04. 

We agree with this characterization of the contract. As 

a general rule, a contract with only very minor changes from a 
standard offer might still be regarded. as a standard offer. The 
Onocal contraet r however, contained several changes that were 
bargained over, with each party receiving a concession from the 
other as part of the agreement to inelude the changed provisiOns 
(Ex. 14, pp. 5-&). When the parties have made mutual coneessions 
to obtain desired changes on substantial terms of the atancl4.rd 
offer, the resulting agreement should be viewed ~ a negotiated or 
nonstandard contract. 

Complainants have argued th4t the Brea project and: the 
carson project are essentially the same project. At the time of 
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the siqninq of the Unocal contract, it is clear from the record 
that the two projects were proceeding along separate paths.' Texaco 
continueQ to discuss with Edison the arrangements for a contract 
to cover its project, and. as late as March 1985, the possibility 
of Edison's participation in the Texaco project was still open 
(Ex. 14, Append.1x F). None of these discussions woulci have been 
necessary if the parties had regarded the Brea project and. the 
Los Angeles Coke Gasification Project as the same pro·ject. And, as 
we will discuss, the eventual propoeal for the C4rson project 
differed. in several important respects from the project described 
in the Unocal contract. 
c. %he Proposed KodifieAtioM 

1'0 accompliah the goal of transferinq the Unocal contract 
to the carson project, complainants required. three separate changes 
to the Unocal contract. Firat, the contract had to be assigned to 
the partnership, and under the term8 of the contract this 
assignment required Edison's consent. Second, several terms of the 
contract had to be amended. to reflect the differences between the 
Brea project and the carson project. Edison had to agree to these 
amendments before the amended contract could be valid. Third, the 
contract gave Eclison the right to terminate the contract if 
construction had not begun by December 1, 198~. Complainants 
needed Edison's aqreement either to amend this provision or not to 
enforce its rights under this provision. We will address each of 
these provisions separately. 

1. The ABliCPlJllent 
The Unocal contract specifically provides for assignments 

in Section 21: 
"Neither party shall voluntarily assign its 
rights nor delegate its duties under this 
Contract, or lJIJ.y part of such rights or d.uties, 
without the written consent of the other 
party.. • • • Any such asSignment or delegation 
made without such written consent shall be null 
and void. Consent for assignment shall not be ' 
withheld unreasonably." 
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The contract itself supplies the answers t~ the issues 
concerning assignment. Edison's written consent t~~e assignment 
was required for a valid assignment. However, Edison had no right 
to withhold its consent unreasonably. Edison could reasonably 
inquil:e about the ability of the partnership to fulfill t7nocal' S 

respons.ibilities unc:ler the contract. Once those inquiries were 
satisfied, however, Edison should have responded to the formal 
request for Ass:L9%lJDent of Februa:z:y 19, 19"86, With its written 
consent to the ASsignment. This record reveals no reason for 
Edison to have withheld its consent, and we conclude that Edison 
was ~und under the contract to give its written consent to the 
requested assignment from Unocal to the partnership. 

It ia important at this point to clarify exactly what 
such an assignment entailed. An assignment merely replaces one 
party to a contract with another party. The new party assumes the 
rights and duties stated in the contract, and those riqhts and 
duties are not changed unless the contract is u.ended. A8siqninq 
the contract to the partnership would merely obligate the 
partnership to build the project at Brea and to sell the required 
u.ount of power to Edison at the terms. apecified in the contract. 
The assignment would not accomplish the relocation, which required 
several u.endmenu to the contract, as was recognized .in Unocal' S 

request for the assignment. 
As th1ngs'developed, the request for assignment qot 

completely mixed up with the request for relocation. Because the 
bare· assignment of Onocal's rights and duties was virtually 
meaningless t~complainants without the relocation to the Carson 
site, complainants never pressed the issue of the assignment alone. 
Edison's failure to grant its written consent to· the assignment 
never really affected. the compllt inant8. Thus, we conclude that 
under these cireumatances, !dison's fa!lure to grant its assignment 
vas h4l:lDless • 
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2. The BelOCi!;tion Amendl!entS 
~he heare of the complaint concerns Edison's reactions to 

complainants' request for relocation. In tems of the 'Onocal 
contract, the request was for amendments needed to- convert the 
'Onocal contract intO' a valid contract covering the Carson project. 
Among other ter.ms, the provisions setting forth the size and 
location of the project needed. to be changed. Without these 
amendments, the mere assignment of the 'Onceal contract to the 
partnership would have the effect of obligating the partnership, to 
build and operate the Brea project as descr~ in the original 
contract. 

a. Specific Amendment! 
Discussions with Ecl.ison about a relocation began as. early 

as February 1985-, but complainants made their initial written 
mention of such amendments in the letter of February 19, 198'6, from 
Keith Openshaw, a senior vice president of Onocal, to E. A. Myers, 
an Edison vice president (Ex.14, Appendix R). However, this letter 
focuses pr1marily on the assignment and only briefly mentions the 
need foX' emendmenta. The letter promises a list of needed 
modifications at a later date. 

So far as the record reveals, the detailed list of 
modifications was never supplied to Edison. Discussions seemed to 
have turned to the general question whether Edison would consent to 
a relocation, and the record does not demonstrate that 
complainants' specific contract amendments were ever communicated 
to Edison. 

If a specific proposal had been presented to' Edison, it 
would have been ~ complainants' ~terest to provide evidence of 
that fact. From complainants' failure to present such evidence, we 
may conclude that no specific list O'f proposed. amendments we 

communicated. to- Edison. 
~his fact leads to- two conclusions. Firat" we conclud.e 

that Bd.1son never expressly accepted the· amended contract th4t 
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complainants aesired, because no such offer was ever communicatea 
to Edison. Second, for the same reasons, Edison cannot be found to 
have negotiated in bad faith concerning specific amendments to' the 
Onocal contract. However EQison's duties in negotiations with QFs 
are defined, no duties arise unless and until a OF makes an offer 
or presents a proposal. 

These conclusions help us define the issues in this case 
more clearly. A utility's duties in negotiations with QFS must be 

evaluated in terms of the specific offer or proposal that the QF 
presents for the utility's response. The specific proposal that 
complainants presented to Edison was the request for Edison to 
consent to the relocation and to agree to negotiate, sometime in 
the future, specific amendments to the Onocal contract. 

b. General Aarepent on Relocation 
The narrowed question for our resolution thus becomes . 

whether Edison ever agreed in concept to the relocation and agreed 
to negotiate appropriate amendments to the the Onocal contract. 

(1) ExpxesB AgxeemeD.t 

From our review of the record, it is clear that 
Edison never expressly consented to the concept of the relocation 
nor aqreed to negotiate appropriate amendments. On all occasions 
when Edison expressed support for the relocation, it also, stated 
either conditions to its consent that were never fulfilled or 
proposals for other amendments that complainants never agreed to. 

This conclusion may be illustrated by considering 
the details of one of the times when Edison seemed closest to 
consenting to the relocation proposal. In MaJ:ch of 1985, Edison 
had been viewing the relocation favorably, but it withheld its 
unconditional consent because it wanted to consult with members of 
the Commission's staff. The staff alao seemed to favor the 
relocation, and', Edison sought to, conf1:cn, the staff's approval in 
the letter of Apr!.l 1, 19S9, from Sebastian Nola of Edison to 
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Commissioner Calvo's office. The letter's closing comes close to 
8tating Edison's conditional consent to the relocation: 

~Please let me know if the above remains 
your understanding, for we plan to proceed 
with the assignment and relocation based 
upon your input and suggestions .... 

The letter seems to say that if staff confirmed the understandings 
described. in the letter, then Ed1son wou'ld consent to the 
relocation .. 

~o points, however, prevent us from coming to'this 
conclusion. First, the letter may also be read as soliciting 
staff's suggestions for Edison's consideration in formulating its 
ultimate position on the relocation question.. second, and more 
important, the letter clearly indicates that Edison did not intend 
at this time to accept complainants' relocation proposal without 
further negotiations. Perhaps as a result of its earlier 
discussions with staff, Edison recognized at this time that the 
California Energy Commission's permit for the project was required, 
and. that the CEe was unlikely to grant that permit unless added 
dispatchability provisions were included in the contract. For 

. these reasons, the letter states, -Edison will attempt to' negotiate 
dispatchability provisions into this contract .... 

OUr conclusion that no meeting of the minds occurred 
at this point is confirmed by the notes from a follow-up meeting 
between Edison and complainants. The notes record that 
complainants' representatives "indicated general agreement with the 
terms described in the letter with the exception of the requirement 
to add dispatch features to the agreement .... 

OUr impression is that this was the point when the 
parties came closest to' agreement. Before this time, Edison made 
it clear that it wanted. to cUSCU5S the relocation w.i.th the 
Commission'S staff before it would agree to the relocation. 
Ec:lison ' s consent in later cliscuss10ns was conditioned not only on 
increased diapatchability, but also- on acS,eqIlate approval fX'om a 
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Commissioner (the approval received was too contingent ,and 
~iquous to supply the assurance Edison desired) and later on a 
formal order from the Commission, which was never sought. 

Thus, Edison never unconditionally accepted 
complainants' proposal to relocate the project, and complainants 
never accepted Edison's counterproposals. The meeting of the minds 
that is the essence of a legally enforceable agreement never 
ocCU%'%'ed. • 

Another type of express agreement may ):)e fOl:med 
when a party agrees to perfo:m some act on the occurrence of a 
stated condition. For example, if Edison had stated that it would 
agree to the relocation when a formal order was received from the 
Commission, then it would be bound by "its agreement when the 
8't4ted condition, the Commission's fo:z:mal approval, occurred. 
Comp~ainants sometimes seem to suggest that they repeatedly met 
such conditions, only to be confronted by another condition to 
Edison'S consent to the relocation. 

From our review of the record, we can find no 
instance when Edison stated that it would agree to the relocation 
if a certain occurrence took place, and then balx$d on its 
commitment when the event occurred. It is uncontested that Edison 
sought various levels of approval from the Commission's staff and 
from Commissioners, but we can find no clear record that its 
consent to the relocation was contingent on the receipt of these 
approvals. 

Thus, we cannot conclude from the record before us 
that a contract was formed upon the satisfaction of a specified 
condition. 

(2) _lied Agreement 
The conclusions of the preceding ~tion lead to the 

next question and to the eore of compla1n4nts' argument: Should 
Edison's consent to the relocation and agreement to negotiate 
amendments to the onoeal contract be implied, either under the ., 
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doctrines of contract law or under the duties that the Commission 
has imposed. on utilities in their negotiations with OF51 ' . 

The law recoqnizes two types of implied contracts. 
The first, fully described as an contract implied in fact, arises 
when the parties' assent to an aqreement is manifested by conduct, 
rather than in words. Nothing in the record. in th.ts case suggests 
that Ecti.son ever consented to complainants' relocation proposal by 

its conduct, rather than verbally. 
The second type of implied contract is the contract 

implied in law. The law will create an obliqation, without reqard 
to the intentions of the parties, when one party receives an 
benefi't. which it may not justly retain. A contract implied in law 
corrects this unjust enrichment and restores the hal:med party to 
its foxmer position. Again, nothing in the facts of this case 
suggest that any ~ has been unjustly enriched. 

Another legal doctrine that could conceivably apply 
in this ease is promisso~ estoppel. If, for example, Edison had 
indicated to complainants that it would consent to the relocation 
and complainants substantially changed their position in reliance 
on that representation, Edison's representation woul~ be enforced, 
even if it reeeived nothing in exchange for its promise, if 
enforcement was the only way to avoid injustice. But, again, there 
is nothing in the facts demonstrated in this ease that would call 
for the application of this doctrine. 

Thus, we conclude that there is no basis in law for 
implying that Ecti.son consented to the relocation proposal. 

c. 12s1CX to NegotiUilt,te in Good" Faith 
The final part of our analysis will consider 

complainants' assertion that Edison's behavior was a·breach of its 
obligation, created by' the Commi •• ion, tonegotiat& in qood· faith 
with OP's. 
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This duty was created. in 0 .. 82-01-103" when we adopted the 
standard offer concept and set the ground rules for·transactions 
between utilities and QFs: 

-The utilities are expected and shall be 
required to bargain conscientiously toward a 
conclusion. The best evidence of good faith is 
a collection of written documentation compiled 
along the way. When the utility 1a unwilling 
or unable t~ accept a QF'8 proposal, the 
utility must respond with a timely 
counteroffer, or an explanation ••• of: 

-1. The specific information needed to 
evaluate the proposal; 

-2. The preCise difficulty encountered 
in evaluating the proposal; and 

-3. The est~ted date when it will 
respond to the proposal.
(0.82-01-103, p. 106.) 

Complainants assert vigorously that Edison has breached this duty 
in its dealings with complainants. 

(1) The lIat'g;re of the Utility', Dat.Y 
A pr~ problem with complainants' argument is 

that it ignores the context in which this duty a:z:ose.. The 
negotiations referred to in this quotation were the negotiations 
leaQing up to a contract between a utility and a QF. At the time 
of its dealings with complainants, Edison had no reason to' believe 
that the Commission intended these specific obligations to apply to 
negotiations to modify a contract that had already been sucesafully 
negotiated. .. 

Thus, our task is to define what obligations towards 
QFa we should expect Edison to have had during 198&, when its 
neqotiations with complainants took place, in the context of 
proposed modifications to an existing contract. As a party to a 
valid and b.tncU.ng contract, Ec1ison had an obligation to deal with 
the other party fairly and in g.ood faith with respect t~ 
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. 
contractual matters. Certainly, Edison should have recognized that 
it had a continuing obligation of good faith in its dealings with 
complainants ~s a OF. The specific requirements established in 
0.82-01-103, however, could not reasonably be expected to apply; 
since complainants' proposals were never presented in a precise and 
complete form, it would have been difficult for Edison to have 
responded within the limits set in 0.82-01-103. 

~he general duty of good faith obligated Edison to 
respond quickly and frankly to complainants' questions and 
proposals. However, it must be recoqnized that the difference 
between the negotiations toward a contract contemplated in 

0.82-01-103 and the negotiations toward amendments that are the 
subject of this ease had a significant effect on the nature of the 
d.uty of good faith .. 

The duty created .i.n 0 .. 82-01-103 was designed to 
check, at least in part, the overwhelming bargaining power of a 
utility that is essentially the only buyer in the market. The 
specific steps we required from the utility were intended to ensure 
that the utility would not needlessly delay negotiations and. would 
be honest and fair in making known,its legitimAte objections to a 
OF's proposal. 

Once a c.ontract is created, however, the positiOns 
of the parties change dramatically. 'rhe utility, like the OF, has 
rights and obligations, specifically set forth in. the contract. It 
has promised. to perfoDll certain duties, and it has a right, 
enforceable in court if necessary, to receive the performance 
promised by the OF. The bargaining imbalance 18- trans formed by the 
contract into a relationship def£ned by mutual agreement. In terms 
of the private law created in the agreement, 1:he parties are equal, 
and both parties are equally subject to the public' law's sanctions 
for failure to- live up to their promises .. 

These. principles help. illuminate the proper duty and. 
behavior of Edison when p:z:esented with the relocation proposal... At . 
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the time the relocatio.n was pro.posed,. Ediso.n luld the riqht to. 
enforce, if it cho.se, the terms o.f o.riqinal Onocal contract (with 
the possible exceptio.n of the changes resulting from an assignment, 
as previously discussed). Although some of the ehanges that 
presumably would be required. by complainants' request were minor 
and had no real effect on the relative positions o.f the parties, 
other changes were substantial. For example, to comply with the 
request for relocation, the contract would have to be amended to 
refleet the increased aize of the relocated project (135 totAl MW 
at Brea versus 174 MW at carson).. In addition, because of the 
change in the thermal requirements of the associated processes, the 
expected net capacity sales to Edison would increase from 10 MW at 
the Brea location to 142 MW at Carson (although the amount sold at 
I504 prices would remain at 70 MW). 

Ed.ison was correct in viewing this increase as a 
substantial change in the relative positions of the parties. The 
primary reason for the suspensions o.f I504 and 502 was a fear that 
the capacity payments under these offers were too hiqh in relation 
to the utility's true avoided co.sts. This perceived ~vervaluing 
was to a large extent a functio.n of the rapid and unanticipated 
qrowth in capacity to be supplied. by OFs. 

Thus, Edison's situation at this time was this: It 
had an obligation under the Onoeal contract to.' accept no more than 
70 MW o.f capacity at IS04 prices and 66, MW at 501, as-available 
capacity priees. It had received a general proposal to. amend the 
contract to require it to. accept additional capacity from the 
project. The texms under which this capacity would be purchased 
were somewhat unclear. At a minimum, the relocation would require 
the purehase of at leAst 6. additional MW of aa-available capacity. 
The proposal was initially presented, however, as an increase in 
the contract capacity from 70 MW to 135 XW. This increase was 
first proposed At the IS04 prices, although Edison quickly rejected. 
this proposal, since ISO' had been. suspended (Ex. 14., Appendix G). 
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Later discussions seemed to assume that the additional capacity 
, ·would be" firJil capacity, presumably sold at 80meversion of 502 

prices. 
How should Edison have responded. in these 

circumstances? ~t the outset we should note that we have only 
recently adopted guidelines to govern the utilities' behavior in 
negotiations of contract modifications with QFs. At the time, 
obviously, Edison did not have the benefit of these guidelines, and 
although Edison should have·been aware of the guidelines' 
underlying principles, it would be unfair to apply the specific 
guidelines retrospectively (D.88-10-032, mimeo., p. 39). 

We think it was reasonable for Edison to consider 
the effect on ratepayers of the substantial modifications that were 
needed for the relocation. Edison knew at this time that we 
expected negotiated aqreements to be the economic equivalent ~f our 
approved. standard offers (D.82-01-103, p. 91), and Edison should 
have made the loqical extension of this principle to the results of 

, 
negotiations to amendments to existing contracts. In evaluating 
proposed amendments to a contract, Edison should have' analyzed both 
the costs to and benefits for ratepayers that would result from the 
changes. If, after considering the various aspects of the 
contract, Edison concluded that the amended contract was no worse 
for ratepayers than the existing contract, then Edison should have 
consented to the relocation, assuming that' no other concerns 
superseded. this evaluation. 

The standard we have just set out is a m5nimum 
standard, a threshold test for considering proposed amendments. 
Certainly it would have been reasonable for Edison to explore the 
possibility of gaining further benefits for ratepayers from the 
negotiatiOns, especially in light of our expressed dissatisfaction 
with the price levels of I504. And a corolla:ry of this principle 
is that if Edison concluded. that the net effect· of the necessary 
~ndments was detrimental' to ratepayers,. it should "have' attempted 
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to receive roughly equivalent concessions to maintain the 
ratepayers' economic indifference to the changes in the contract. 

Edison alleges that its attempts to negotiate 
1mproved prov~s~ons on ~spatchabi1£ty and reactive power support 
were motivated by this consideration.. Complainants view the 
reference to dispatchability and reactive power support as a red 
herring, fished out after the fact to divert attention from 
Edison" s bad faith .. 

~he record indicates that the issues of 
dispatchAbility and reactive power support were raised repeatedly 
throughout the negotiations. ~he notion of including increased 
dispatchability was first raised in the prelimin~ negotiations of 
February 14, 198& (Ex. 14, Appendix G).. Unocal's written request 
for relocation of Feb~ 19 (Ex. 3, Ex. Ai Ex. 14, Appendix H) 
included a discussion of dispatchability and reactive power support 
and £ndicated that complainants were willing to negotiate 
appropriate modifications with Edison. ~he April 1, 198:&, letter 
also stated that Edison would attempt to negotiate improved 
dispatchability provisiOns into the amended contract (Ex. 14, 
AppencU.x I). By April 1S, 198:6-, complainants were unwilling to 
increase dispatchability, but the iss~e seemed to remain part of 
the negotiations (Ex. 14, Appendix J). ~he issue of 
dispatchability surfaced ,again in the meeting of September 25. 
Even as Edison rejected complainants' request for the relocation 
and assignment, it included dispatchability as a desirable element 
of a new contract (Ex. 14, Appendix N). And the final negotiations 
between the parties centered on the issue of dispatchability (Ex. 
14, Appendix 0). 

We conclude that the issue of increased 
dispatchability WAS not A diversion but was a central element 
throughout the negotiations between the parties.· We also conclude 
that improveddispatchAbility was a, logical and reasonable 
concession for Edison.,to seek in. exchange for aecept1nq,additional 
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fi:m capacity from the project. The value of capacity varies 
throughout the day and with the seasons. ,Increased dispatchAbility 
meant that Edison could use the capacity it was obliged to purchase 
at those times when it would be most valuable to Edison"s system, 
thus minimizing any overpayments that would result from changes in 
forecasts of the value of capacity. 

(2) COD!1de~1on of ~he Project" Benefits 
Complainants respond 'tha'C Ecl1son should. have also 

considered the additional benefits associated with the relocated 
project in reaching its decision on the relocation request. 

As we have discussed, we agree with the general 
principle that the utility'S evaluation of proposed amendments 
should consider both the eosts and benefits for ratepayers of the 
proposed amendments. Complainants urge that the benefits of their 
proposed contract to a broader group than just ratepayers should be 
considered. 

Complainants" li8t of benefits of the Carson projeet 
include the demonstration of new teehnoloqies with environmental 
benefits, direct benefits to Edison'S ratepayers, the reduetion of 
environmental pollutants, reduction of dependence on imported oil, 
increased load-following abilities, reduction in transmission 
108ses, and indirect benefits to Edison's ratepayers and other 
Californians in the form of reduced oil imports, increased in-state 
oil refining, and increased employment. 

Complainants' list of benefits raises several 
issues. First, in D.82-01-103 we considered how to regard societal 
benefits in the calculation of avoided eost: 

~These 'social costs' include the risks 
associated with imported energy supplies 
and environmental degradation related to 
conventional qeneration. While several 
parties suqqested that we explicitly 
include 'social costs' in the avoided 
coat calculation, we are not includ.i.nq 
suchfaetors at this time. We prefer to 
recoqnize social costs in, the qeneral 
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policy judgment that OF production i8 
competitive at avoided eosts.~ 
(D.82-01-103, pp'. 25-26,.) 

Translated into the tems of this case, these 
principles mean that larger social benefits do not in themselves 
justify the payment of higher prices to the OF, as complainants 
recognize. It is clear that the carson project has tremendous 
potential to demonstrate some enormously beneficial technologies, 
and we believe that the record shows that Edison recoqnizedthese 
benefits from the outset. However, the question of how much 
ratepayers must pay to support those benefits had to dominate 
Edison's consideration of the relocation. 

Another aspect of complainants' argument is an 
analysis of the direct economic benefits to ratepayers. A large 
part of this analysis considers the effect of a settlement offer 
that complainants made to Edison on Hay 26·, 1987. However, the 
evaluation of Edison's good faith in negotiating with complainants 
requires us to consider only the information that was·available to 
Edison at the time of the alleged bad faith. 'rhe settlement offer, 
which we will later discuss in detail, was not conveyed to Edison 
until well after the,period of the direct negotiations. 

'rhus, the analysis of direct economic benefits that 
Edison should have perfox:med in response to Unocal' s request should 
compare 'the Unocal contract with the contract that complainants 
were seeking in their relocation request. 'rhis comparison, as 
perfox:med by cC?mplainants' witness, resulted in net costs ranging 
from $80 million to $194 million for ratepayers under the four 
scenariOS considered. Although Ed.ison did not apparently perfox:m 
such a detailed analysis, the record is clear that Ed.ison was 
concerned about the cost of the proposed mociifications from the 
beginning of negotiations. 

Theindireet benefits listed by complainants also 
present at least two- problems. First, many of the listed' benefits 
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flow to a broader segment of society than just Edison's ratepayers, 
although the relevant costs of producinq theso benefits is borne 
only by Edison's ratepayers. For example, ,reduction of 
environmental air pollution will benefit the customers of the 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, other municipal 
utilities, and possiDly San Diego Gas & Electric Company, but those 
customers will bear none of the costs", Reduction of oil imports 
and stimulation of in-state oil refininq benefits an even more 
diffused group, but the costs remain concentrated on Edison's 
customers. We do not require or expect costs ancl benefits to match 
perfectly in all instances, but fairness requires that a 
substantial benefit should acc:z:ue directly to- those who bear the 
costs. It is diffi.cult to give much weight to complainants' 
arguments on indil:ect benefits when the benefits are so attenuated 
and the costs are so concentrated. 

A second problem with the consideration of indirect 
benefits is the mismatch between costs and benefits· even within the 
class of Edison's ratepayers. A large industrial customer may use 
relatively little electricity but consume large quantities of 
imported oil; this customer will benefit from the reduction of oil 
imports but pay little of the cost. A residential customer who 
does not own a car may consume proportionally luge omounts of 
electricity in relation to oil use; this customer will receive 
little benefit for the extra costs. These are extreme examples, 
but they illustrate the difficulties of evaluating indireet 
benefits. 

In reviewing the record of Edison's. behavior during 
negotiations with complainants., we conclude th4t Edison properly 
focused primarily on the direct costs to ratepayers 'of the .proposed. 
amendments, while ~t recognized and gave weight to the porticular 
l::>enefits that this project promi.ses • 
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d. COnclusion 
We conclude that Edison acted reasonably in attempting to 

gain concessions in the for.m of improved dispatchability and 
reactive power provisions in exchange for agreeing to the 
relocation. There is no evidence that these attempts were 
maintAined unreasonably, in ~d faith, or merely to prolong the 
negotiations. We also conclude that complainants never agreed to 
Edison's proposal. 

We have also found that Edison never expressly or 
impliedly agreed to the general relocation proposal or to negotiate 
specific amendments to the contract. 

We have concluded that Edison met the standard of good 
faith that it could reasonably have believed applied to its 
behavior during negotiations of this sort. 

Our ultimate conclusion is that complainants are not 
entitled to the central element of their request, an order to 
Edison to consent to the relocation-of the project from Brea to 
carson. 

3. "". CsmstXWZion start-up Pate 
The final element of the proposed modifications· is the 

extension of the construction start-up date set in the 'O'nocal 
contract. Section 3.3 of the contract gave Edison a right to 
te:cm1nate the contract if construction had' not begun by December 1, 
1986 (Ex. 1&, pp. 11-12). Edison exercised its right under the 
contract to terminate the contract, an act that quickly led to this 
complaint. 

Complainants argue that part of Edison'.s bad faith is 
shown by its statements about its intentions with regard to its 
right to terminate. Complainants assert that the issue of the 
termination was raised by Texaco in preljm1M ry discussiOns with 
Edison as early as July and August 1985. Complainants also contend 
that the subject cmlle up during meetings with Edison on. February 12 
and 13:, 1986·, and: that Edison' a representatives saiel- that the 
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constrUction start-up date woul~ not be enforc~. This ~i8cussion 
d.oes not appear, however, 1n"Edison's memorandum s'WDJDaX'izinq the 
meeting. No further communications. about this provision are 
reflected. in the record until December 1, 198&, when Edison sent 
its formal notiee of intent to terminate. 

The evidence on this point ie skimpy. The testimony 
concerning Edison's statement that it would not enforce the 
construction start-up date was not contradicted.. We also deduce 
from the silence of the record on discu8sions during the 
intervening months that complainants had some basis for believing 
that the ter.mination provision would not be exercised. We note 
that the parties were still discussinq a possible new agreement as 
late as October 24, 1986, without mention of the construction 
deadline. 

We conclude that Edison represented to complainants in 
February 1986 that it would not exercise its contractual right t~ 
terminate the contract if the construction start-up date was· not 
met. Even if Edison received nothing in exchange for its promise, 
complainants reasonably relied on the Edison's promise and delayed 
beginning work on the project in reliAnce on Edison'S 
representation. Onder such eireumstances., the law will enforce the 
promise under the doctrine of promissory estoppel. We believe that 
the eircumstAnces in this ease compel a similar result, and we 
conclude that Edison should be held to its promise not to enforce 
the construction start-up date. 

However, we do not find the necessary support for 
complainants' requested find1nq that Edison's exercise of its 
termination rights constituted bad faith. As we have discuss~, 
Edison retained all the rights that Onocal had' agreed. to' give 
Edison under the original contract, including the termination 
provision, unles8 and until the contract was amendecl. It is 
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Edison'8 rePresentation that it would not exercise its termination 
rights that persuades US, that the termination should not be 
enforced. 
D. %be settlement 

After the complaint was filed, the parties attempted t~ 
neqotiate a settlement of the ease. On 'MAy 26, 1987, Onocal 
presented a settlement offer that substantially ehanqed its 
proposal for amendinq the Onocal contract.. Edison did. not accept 
the proposed settlement,. and the ease proceed.ed to. hearing.. At the 
hearing, Onocal presented the terma of the settlement offer as the 
basis for a contract it would. accept if the COmmission is inclined 
to grant it relief but is unwilling to· reinstate the original 
contract. 

We take Onecal's tender of the settlement offer as a 
realistic acknowledgement of the changes that have occurred since 
the prices of IS04 were aeveloped in MAy and June 0,£ 198:3 .. 

However, we do not .believe that our decision in this case should be 
swayed by the presence of the settlement offer: if Onecal is 
entitled. to the requested relocation and assiqnment~ the other 
original contract terms agreed to by the parties should be 
enforced.. If 'Onecal is not entitled to. the relocation and 
assignment, then the existence of a more attractive o.ffer is 
irrelevant to our resolution of this complaint. 

Throughout this opinion, we have stressed that standard 
offers, once accepted, are contracts between the OF and the utility 
and are subject to. the same laws and principles as other commercial 
contracts. Any modifications to the contract should be negotiated 
and Agreed to between the parties. In this case, the parties 
attempted to negotiate a settlement to the complaint, but those 
efforts were ultimately unsuccessful. While we dO.not believe that 
tJnocal was attemptinq to negotiate w1ththe CommiSSion rather th4n 
EdJ.son, introcluc:.1ng an offer that was not accepted.: by the other 
~ to the.contract could be perceived" 4S 1nterjectinq the 
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~ . 
Commission into the contractual relations· between the parties. We 
want to discourage this perception and to discourage other parties 
f~om trying to· involve the COmmission in contractual disputes. In 
this ease, we think the settlement offer should: be disreqard:ed for 
purposes of our decision. 

OUr action should not be seen as discouraging 
settlements; we favor settlements and have set up procedures for 
our consideration and approval of settlements. But before a 
settlement is D~ought before us, it should be agreed to by at least 
some of the concerned pazties. We encourage Onocal and Edison to 
continue to attempt to negotiate an arrangement that would permit 
the beneficial technologies to. be demonstrated without undue cost 
to ratepayers. 

IV • CODC11181on 

We have found that Edison should have responded promptly 
and favorably to complainants' written request for assignment of 
the contract and that Edison violated its earlier promise not to. 

enforce its right to terminate the Unoeal contract if construction 
was not started by December 1, 1986. 

On the central point of the complainants' reques~ed 
relief, however, we have concluded that Edison never expressly or 
impliedly agreed to the relocation or to negotiate appropriate . 
Amendments to the Unocal contract that would permit the relocation 
of the project from Brea to Carson. We have also concluded that 
Edison did not breach the duties imposed. by the contract or by this 
Commission in its negotiations with complainants about the 
relocation. In light of the central import4nce of the relocation 
to complainants' ~equested relief, our eonelua!.on.s th4.t Zd.i.:son did 
not act p~perly concerning the assignment and the term;na:tion 
appear to have no real significance. 
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Under the circumstances, complainants' requested relief 
is not justified, and the complaint should be denied. However, we, ' 
wish to stress again that we think the project is a promising one ' 
and, in the spirit of our policy favoring reasonable settlements of 
disputes, we would like to point out an alternative which these two ~ 
parties may want to e~aluate. The most attractive approach may be 

to start afresh with a new contract under final SO 4 or the 
reinstated SO 2, both of whieh will be under consideration in our 
resource plan proceeding to commence shortly.. We note that in a 
recent decision (D.88-12-032) we offered that a settlement with 
such terms would leave ratepayers indifferent and yet maintain the 
viability of what we consider a promising technology. 

In their comments on the proposed decision, complainants 
argue that the doctrine of promissory estoppel should. apply to 
extend the firm operation date requirement of the contract. We 
have applied this doctrine to prevent enforcement of Edison's right 
under Section 3.3 to terminate the eontract when construction did 
not start by Deeember 1, 1986. Termination for failure to achieve 
firm operation within five years of the execution of the contract, 
or by December 5, 1989, however, is governed by a separate 
provision, Section 12. 

According to the record in this case, eomplainants 
focused. almost ent1rely on obtaining an extension of the first 
deadline they had to meet, the time for beginning construction. It 
appears that the question of.extending the five-year limit for firm 
operation was not raised untii November 1986. From our review, we 
find nothing in the record that suggests that Edison made any 
representations or promises not to terminate the contract if the 
project did not meet the required firm operation date. This sort 
of promise or representation is an essential element of the 
doctrine of promissory estoppel, ,and without such.a promise we 
cannot use '. this doctrine to overcome the' plain language of the 
eontX'act • 
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We will not order the extension complainants request, but 
we encourage the parties to come to a reasonable accommodation on 
the firm operation date as part of their attempts to find a way to 
allow the construction and operation of this project to proceed 
under new standard offers that might become available in·the 
future. In this way the interests of the project clevelopers and 
ratepayers are equitably balanced. 
finding§ of Fact 

1. Edison and Unoeal entered into a contract based, on IS04 
on December 50, 1984. '.rhe contract concerned the sale o,f 70 MW from 
a coke-fired cogeneration facility at Onocal's ammonia plant in 
Brea. 

2. On February 19, 1986-, Unoeal asked Edison. to assign the . 
contract to a partnership eonsisting primarily of Onocal, '.rexaco, 
and Fluor. 

3. The contract stated that Edison could terminate the 
contract if construction on the gasification faeility and project 
did not begin by December l, 19S6 • 

4. On Deeember 1, 198-6, Edison notified Unoeal of its intent 
to terminate the contract. 

5. The Unocal contract contained several terms that differed 
from IS04. The parties bargained about these terms and made mutual 
conceSSions in arriving at the agreement. 

6. Negotiations over the Los Angeles Coke Gasification 
Project, with Texaco as the leading sponsor, continued after the 
Unocal contract was signed. 

7. In its letter to Edison of February 19, 1986·, 'Onocal 
stated that it would supply Edison with a list of amendments that 
were needed to have the Onoeal contract apply to the relocated 
project at Carson • 
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s. Complainants did not supply Edison with a list of 
requested amendments·to the contract to accomplish the requested 
relocation of the project. 

9. The most specific proposal that complainant$ presented to 
Edison was a r~est for Edison to consent t~ the relocation of the 
project from Brea to Carson and to agree to· negotiate, sometime in 
the future, specific amendments to the Onocal contract. 

10. Edison presented complainants with counterproposals 
concerning aispatchability and voltage support. 

11. At the time it was considering the relocation request, 
Edison had a contractual right to require Onocal to perform its . 
obligations under the Onocal contract. 

12. The proposed relocation would have resultea in a 
substantial change in the relative positions of the parties to the 
unoeal contract. 

13. Edison raised the issue of dispatchability on or about 
,February 14, April 1, April 18, anet September 25-, 1986 • 

14. The Brea and Carson proj~cts would provide-a 
demonstration of beneficial technologies and would result in other 
benefits, including reduction of environmental pollutants, reaueea 
dependency on imported. oil, and increased employment .. 

15. Many of the benefits aSSOCiated with the Brea and Carson 
projects would not accrue directly to Edison's ratepayers, although 
the costs of the projects would be primarily borne by Edison"! 
ratepayers. 

16. A comparison of the direct costs and benefits to Edison"s 
ratepayers of the CUson project concludes that ratepayers would 
incur net costs ranqing from sao million to $194 million. 

17. Edison represented to complainants in February 1986 that 
it would not enforce i.ts ri.qht to te.rminate the Onoeal contract if 
the start of construction was delayed beyond December 1, 1986. 

18'. Complainants reasonably relied on Ed.1son'. representation 
and did not take steps to beqin construction by December 1,. 198'6·. 
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19. Complainants presented a settlement offer t~ Edison'on 
May 23, 1987. . ' 

20. Edison baa not accepted complainants' settlement offer. 
conclusions of Law 

1. The Unocal contract is a negotiated or nonstandard 
contract. 

2. The Brea project and the Los Anqeles Coke Gasification 
Project were not the SAme project. 

3. Edison should have conaented to- the assignment of the 
Unocal eontract to the partnership. 

4.. Ecl1son cl1d not accept an amended contract to allow 
relocation of the project, and complainants. did not offer such an 
amended contract to Edison. 

5. Edison did not negotiate in bad faith concerning specific 
amendments to the Onocal contract. 

&.. Ecl1son did not expresssly consent' to the concept, of 
relocating the project nor to negotiate specific amendments to the 
contract to permit relocation. 

7.. Complainants did not aqree to Edison's counterproposals 
on dispatchability and vol ta.qe support ... 

S. No g'X'ound exists for finding that Edison impliedly agreed 
to complainants' relocation proposal. 

9. In evaluating the relocation request, it was reasonable 
for Edison to consider the effect on ratepayers of the substantial 
changes to the contract that were needed to accommodate the 
relocation. 

10. Eclison did not act in bad faith in cOl18ider1nq the 
request for relocation. 

11. Edison should be held to its promise not to- enforce its 
right to teminate the t7noeal contract if construction cll.d· not 
beqin by December 1, 198&. 

12. 'l'he relocation. is the central elemen.t of the complaint. 
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ORDER 

r.r IS ORDERED that the complAint of Union Oil Compo.ny of 
californiA, ~eX4eo S:YllgAS, Inc. and. Fluor Carson Inc .. 1's denied .. 

TlUs order Dec:omes 8ffective 30 dAYS from today. 
DAted- MAR a 1989 . ~ At San FX'anciscc>, CAlifornia. 

-49 -

G. MI'rCHETJ'·· WItt 
'P%es1dent 

FREDERIClC R. O'C'OA 
. STANt.EY W. HULE'rl'· 
JOHN· B. OHMIAN 

. Commissioners 

.. ,._f I .. :. 

". ~,\.;'.' - .. :,.: . . . .'. 

r CE!tl"Tr-Y·"THAT·. THIS' OEOSION 
W /J& A~?RCVEO av 7HE ABOVE 
COMMISS:C~RS TODA.Y. 

It:~tJg;JJj 
'v ........ .. i v,(,;";",', ~t.I''''7;''''C/ Ojroaof' 
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COMMISSION OF' THE S'rA'rE OF' CALL Decision ________ __ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES 

UNION OIL COMPANY of CALIFORNIA, ) 
a California Corporation; TEXACO ) 
SYNGAS, INC., a Delaware ) 
Corporation; and FLUOR CARSON, ) 
INC., a California Corporation, ) 

Complainants, 

vs. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
COMPANY, 

Defendant .. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-----------------------------) 

Case-Ol-023 . 
(Filed J u~ l4, 1987) 

Messrs. Armour, St. JO~ Wilcox, Goodin & 
Schlotz, by James C. Sgueri, Attorney at 
Law, for Union Oil a!ompany of California, 
Texaco Syngas, Inc!, and Fluor Carson, Inc., 
and Joseph P. Fo10v, Attorney at Law, for 
Texaco, Inc., coiplainants. 

Rich~rd K. Du~ant,/Carol B. Henningson, and 
Julie A. Miller, Attorneys at Law, for 
Southern California Edison Company, defendant. 

Howard V. Golub/ Michael S. Hindus, and Jo· Shaffer, 
Attorneys a~Law, for Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company, ~erested party. 

!homa5: w. ThQmpson, for the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates' 

QUNlON 

I.. ;Qaclsgxound. 

Union Oil'Company of California (Onoeal), Texaco- Syngas, 
Inc. (Texaco); and Fluor Carson, Inc .. (Fluor) (collectively 
referred to a complain.ants) filed a complaint against Southern 
California Eison Company (Edison) on January l4,. 1987. 
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The general factual background to the complaint began in ~ 
1983 and grew out of the interest of Unceal, Texaco, and Fluor ~ 
developing a project to convert petroleum coke to electric powtr. 
Petroleum coke is a byproduct of crude oil refining. Texa~had 
developed a process for gasifying the coke. The gas couJ.<! ·fuel 
cogeneration units, and hydrogen could be produced out~f this 
entire process. / 

In 1984, Unocal and Edison executed a co~tract based on 
interim Standard Offer No.4 (IS04) for the sale ~ 70 MW from a 
coke-fired cogeneration facility at Unocal's ~nia plant in Brea. 
The federal Public Utility Regulatory pOlicies/Act of 1978 (PtJRPA) 
requires utilities to purchase electricity wfoducedbY certain 
qualifying facilities (QFS), including cogeneration facilities, at 
the utility's avoided cost, or the costs the utility avoids by 
purchasing power rather than generatin~;I.'n equivalent amount of 
power from its own system. The stand~d offers" with terms and 
prices that we had found reasonable, /are one o·f our efforts to 
comply with our responsibilities u~der PURPA. IS04 provides a 
long-term certainty of price for OFa willing to enter into a long-

f 

term contract with the utility. fBecause the price of power 
purchased under IS04 contracts available at this time was based on 

I 
projections made in May and June of 198'3, these contracts were , 
partieularly desirable when ~hort-term avoided costs declined in 
parallel with falling oil p/ices and with an unexpected increase in 
the electric capacity aVa~able to utilities. We suspended the 
availability of IS04 on ~ril 17, 1985 (DeciSion (0.) 85-04-075-). 

After the con~act was signed r local opposition in Brea 
led Unocal to consider;fpursuing the project elsew~ere. It began to· 
explore with Edison the possibility of relocating the project .to 
Carson and aSSiqnini the contract to a new partnership consisting' . 
primarily of compl~nants. 

DiSeuss.:i.~ns. with Edison continued fora while, but in 
September 1986 Elison info:rmecl Unocal that it would not consent to 

! 
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the assignment and relocation without a formal order from the 
Commission. When construction had not ,begun by the 8tart-u~ te 
established in the contract, Oecember 1, 19S5, Edison exe~sed its 
contractual rights and terminated the contraet. ~ 

The complaint concerns Edison'S refusal: v1) t~ execute 
and consent to the assignment ot the contract bet,~n Unoca1 and 
Edison to the new partnership; (2) to consent to/an amendment of 
the contract to permit relocation of the unde~fYing project from 
Brea to Carson; and (3) to extend the const~ction start-up, date 
specified in the contract. The comPlatj' nt sksthe- Commission to 
order Edison to execute' the assignment 0 the contract, consent to 
the relocation, and extend, on a reaso able basis., the eontract's 
construction start-up date. ~ 

Edison answered the comp~aint on February 26, 1987. In 
addition to the expected denials of complainants' allegations, 
Edison views the contract as a nohstandard, negotiated agreement 
with Unocal, rather than an IS~. Edison affirmatively argues that 
the Brea project and the Carson project were two different 
projects., and that the Commi~ionfs decisions required Edison to 
obtain concessions in exchadge for substantial changes in the 
contract in order to maintiin ratepayer indifference. Edison 
denies that it negotiatect7in bad faith with complainants concerning 

I 
the assignment and relo~tion. Edison further alleges that the 
complaint seeks relief~essentially an order to Edison to execute a 
nonstandard contract-ithat the Commission had previously stated it 
would not grant. Sev~ral defenses based in contract law are also 
raised. According t6 Edison, the requested, relief would be 
inconsistent with ~e suspension of IS04. Finally, Edison argue$ 
that permitting siie switching and brokering' of the contracts with 
QFs would create in. undesirable preeedent.. .' . 

complainants. felt it necessary to file a'reply to 
Edison's answer/on .~ch .1.8, 198,7. The 'reply. primarily,:.adaressec1 
Edison's lJ.fjtive defenses _ . . .. .. 
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A prehearing conference was ~eld on May S, 1987, and. 
evidentiary hearings were held on September 24 anc:l 25, 1987. 
Pacific Gas and Electrie Company (PG&E) and the- Commission's 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) intervened in the proe 
and participatec:l in the hearings. 

II. Posjtions of ~he P~xtie3 

A. Complainl)nts' Posi.t.ion 
Complainants firs·t note that O .. 82-01-J,.()3· and O~83-10-093 

imposed on utilities a duty to negotiate in good faith with QFs. 
Complainants believe that Ed.ison breached ~t~dutY by repeatedly 
leading complainants to believe that EdisO~OUld consent to the 
requested assignment anc:l relocation if c~plainants would comply 
with a specific Edison request. But eath tim~ complainants 
complied with a request, Ec:lison pose~c:lditional conditions to its 
consent, culminating in Ec:lison's s~ember 1986 statement that it 
would not agree to the assignment;and relocation without a formal 
order from the COmmission, according to complainants. Complainants 

I 
relied on Edison's apparent wiltlingness to consent to the 
assignment and relocation, bu~ eventually time ran out and the 

I 
project was delayed until meeting the construction start-up date 
set in the contract was impbssible. Edison promptly exercised its 
right of termination when/the target construction start-up date 
passed. /. 

Complainants/believe that Edison misinterpreted the 
Commission's poliCies/and that its inSistence on insulation from 
any possible risk e~ected with the relocation was a further 
breach of its obligations. . 

Complaix;t'ants reject Edison's attempts. to characterize the 
issues in this else- as involving contract brokering or site, 
switching. Accdrdingto complainants, a- properly framed statement 
of the . he Co~ssion must resolve in. this· cAseis.:· . 
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M(l) Is the proposed Carson Cogeneration 
Project as well as the terms· and 
conditions under which power sold from 
such a project would be sold to Edison in 
the interest of Edison's ratepayers? 

"(2) Given repeated representations by Ed' on 
that assignment/relocation of the Un6cal 
Contract was appropriate, should ;~i50n De 
required to execute a power purcbase 
agreement consistent with Compl~nants' 
May 26 settlement Offer?"L 

1. The Project's Benefits 

Complainants answer their firs question by listing the 
benefits that the Carson project will ~Vide to Edison's 
ratepayers and other Californians. ~ 

First, the project will demonstrate several unique 
technologies: conversion of wast~petroleum coke to clean-burning 
fuel gas; coproduction of hydroqenfor upgrading heavy California 
crude Oils to clean tran5portat~n fuels; coproauction of methanol . 
for transportation fuels, clea£-burning boiler fuels, and load 
following of combustion turb~es; air pollution control technology 
that exceeds the current stLte of the art; and the capability to 
destroy completely waste oLls and water effluents from refineries. 

Second, the pr~ect will provide direct economic benefits 
to Edison's ratepayers.~For this analysis, complainants have used 
the terms of a settlement they offered to Edison on May 26, 198;7 .. 
Although complainants~believe that they are legally entitled to 
assiqnment and relocation of the original Onocal contract, they 
have reduced their 6laim in the settlement offer because they 
believe that they ~y expect affirmative action from the COmmission 

I 
only if the project is found to advance the public interest and' 
because ambiguities create different interpretations of the 
contract~ / 

The original contract contained the following te:r:ms': 70 
MW of firm ear/aei.ty at S179 per kilowatt~year CkW-yr).;G6·.MW 

:~, 
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of as-available capacity; and. energy associated with 136 MW at 9.8: 
cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh). The settlement offe~ contained the 
following terms: 70 MW of firm capacity based on $179 per kW-yr, 
escalated to $224 per kW-yr to account for delaying the firm 
operation date from 19&9 to 1992; 66 MW of firm capacity at 
per kW-yr; energy associated with 70 MW at 9.8: cents per 
energy associated with 66 MW at 6.4 cents per kWh. 
economic analyses are based on the latter terms. jI 

Complainants have developed two analyses o£ishort-run 
avoided costs, one based on Edison's projections ofAosSil fuel 
costs and the other based on projections of fossivifuel costs made 
by the California Energy Commission (CEC). Comp~inants als~ 

'I , 
compared the costs and benefits of the settlement ~ffer's 1992 firm 
operation date with the 1989 firm operation d~e of the original 

/ 
contract. Complainants believe that this comparison properly 
represents the ratepayers' perspective on/ihis controversy. 

This analysis shows that benefi~s ranging from $16.1 
I ' ' 

million to $5.7.7 million result when the settlement offer"s terms 
,( 

are compared to the CEC's fuel price pfojections, and, expected 
losses ranging from $24.2 million tO~$S4.3 million result when 
Edison's projections are used. Complainants argue that viewin9" 
these results as best and worst c~'es, or using the midpoint of the 
ranges, results in estimc:ites thai, standing in isolation, c:ire 
acceptable from the ratepayerSj/Viewpoint. 

Complainants think that consideration ~f other benefits 
swings the analysis in favor/Of their requested relief. The 

I 

project provides insurance/against higher oil prices .. The success 
of the project will stimu1ate similar projects, whicnwill provide 

I 
a competitive alternate energy source tending to limit future oil 
price increases. In addition, the project will reduce emissions of 
oxides of nitrogen (Noi) in the Los Angeles basin; will. allow fuel 
cost savings from burriing methanol in, Edison "8·, combustion turbines 

, I ' " . . ,', '. 
or from overfiring. r themal,'plants; will~esult.~n:,redue~ion of , 

;.... . ..... . 
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off-peak power purchases due to load following usin9t~ethanol 
flywheel; and will reduce transmission losses becau7e f the ' 
project's location near Edison's load center. 

Complainants estimate the savings from Ox reductions and 
fuel cost savings to be SlS million And $45 mi ion, respectively. 
N¢ estimates hAve been made of the SAvings i off-peak purchases 
and transmission losses because 0'£ insuffic'ent data. 

Complainants conclude that the ~rect benefits to 
Edison'S ratepayers justify granting the/requested relief. 

The project will also provi~er substantial indirect 
benefits to ratepayers and to other ~lifornians, complainants say. 
For example, the, project's success. I'ill stimulate additional 
projects with similar benefits. Complainants estimate the benefits 
of these subsequent projects for~ratepayers to, range from sao to 
$3l0million. Thus, complainanfs assert, the direct And indirect, 
benefits to Edison's rAtepaye~ total S95 million to $35$· million. 

Complainants also ielieve that the project will benefit 
Californians in generAl. ~rst, the project will reduce oil 
imports and increase the iJl-state refining of California crude oil. 
Coke gasification also in6reases the proportion of heavy crude that 
can be converted to cle~ transportation fuels. The hydrogen that 
is a coproduct of the pfoject is needed in large quAntities to, 

r ' 
refine heAVY crudes into unleaded gasoline, low sulfur diesel 
fuels, and jet fUels.1 Second., the project will d.emonstrate an 
alternative to nAtu;al gas as a domestic source for produ~tionof 
methanol. Third, ";he project will demonstrate an electric 
generation teehno~o9Y that exceeds current a~r pollution control 
standards. Fourth, the project will increase the st~te and local 
taxes by $25 miliion ~nd increase employment ~y 800-1000 person
ye~rs during co~struction and by 90-100 permanent jobs. 

compJlainants.. acknowled9'e that such- external benefits do 
" . " 

not independently justify their requested relief, but they Arque 

\ 
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that sueh benefits should be eonsidered by the Commission in 
reaching its decision in this case. 

2. Edi.son~s Conduct 

The second prong of complainants' argument 
Edison's conduct and representations to complainants 
granting their requested relief. Complainants argue 
expended substantial time, effort, and money based 0 dison's 
continued representations that complainants' effort were entirely 
consistent with Edison's interests. complainants~lieve that an 
ex~ination of Edison's conduct leacts to the co~elusion that 
complainants are entitled to the requested rel~'f~ 

Unocal began studying the feaSiDil~y of a coke 
gasification facility at its Brea plant in fU1Y 1983·. In 1984, 
Fluor and Texaco began providing their ser.vices to the project. In 
1984, Fluor, Texaco, and Edison formed*Oint venture to study 
construction of a coke gasification pro·ect, called the Los Angeles 
Basin Coke Gasification Project. ManYJ s·ites were evaluated., and. in 
August 1984 the venture began to idiifY specific customers for 
the products of the project. 

Unocal executed the pow~ purchase agreement with Edison 
for the Brea project in December j198:4. Execution of the contract 
stimulated. local opposition to the project, and Unocal determ£ned 
that relocation to the Los Ange'les harbor area, where there is a 
concentration of coke production, would be preferable to· remaining 
at the Brea site. ;' 

In February 198s,/unocal initiated discussions with 
Edison about the transfer of the Unocal contract to another site. 
At that time, Edison sa.i1 it had. no policy on s.uch transfers. In 
March 1985, Edison withdrew from the L.A. Basin Coke ·Gasifieation 
Project, but expressed k interest in rejoining the project when it 
was more developed. riuor and. Texaco continued development of the 
project. 
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At about the same time, Unocal, Texaco, and Fluor be an 
discussions dbout jointly pursuinq a coke qaSificationproje,cf', and 
these parties hav~ worked toqether on the project since ¥t time. 
Although no executed written agreements have fo~lized~he joint 
arrangement, collateral agreements and the expenditure!" o,f tens of 
millions of dollars demonstrate a continuing and subitantial 
commitment among the complainants to. develop the drson pro-ject. 

Meanwhile, according to complainants, zdison was 
encouraging complainants to relocate the proje/t. On June- 26, 
1985, one of Edison's senicr managers advised/Texaco that the 
unocal contract could be relocated and that/the Unocal contract 
was one of the few contracts that had suc~ flexibility. In August 

I 
1985, Texaco initiated discussions Wit~/tdison concerning the 
assignment of the Unocal contract to ~~ Unocal-Texaco-Fluor 
partnership, relocation of the project from Brea to- Carson, and 
extension of the construction start/~p date contained in the 
contract. Edison indicated that the construction start-up date 

I . 

would not be enforCed as .long as;:he deadline for the start of firm 
operation could be met and that/the contract could be assigned to 
the partnership, complainants contend. 

Negotiations on theie topics continued. In meetings on 
February 12 and 13, 198&, tble partnership again raised the problem 
of the construction start-'/p date I which at this time clearly could 
not be met because of coniinuing neqotiations. Accordinq to 
complainants., Edison again stated that the construction start-up 

/ 
date would not be enfcrced. 

On Februaxy i9, 1986, Unocal formally requested Edison'S 
consent to aSSignment/of the contract to the partnership and to. 
relocation of the project to ~son. On March &, Edison stated 
that it favored. appr~ving the assi9'llll1ent, but it reserved its 
final opinion until! it had consulted the Commissio.n's staff. 

I 
Edison met with s.tAff members on March 6.. On April 1, Edison told 

/ 
the COmm5..SSion'ist4ff th4t it intended to proceed with the 

I 
I 
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assignment and relocation, provided that the staff's 
representations made at the MArch ,6, meeting remained in e ect. 
The staff conveyed the required assurances to Edison, ac£ordinq to 
complainants. ' ' / 

Despite these assurances, Edison refused to execute the 
amendment to the contract to permit the assignmen~and relocation. 

/ 
Edison now required the approval of a COmmiS~iO r before it would 
consent to the assignment and relocation. On ay 1&, Edison met 
with Unocal and Texaco and approved the corr spondence that would 
request the CommJ,ssioner's review and approtal of the assignment 
and relocation. On July l7, 'O'nocal Subm-}lted the request to 
Commissioner calvo. Commissioner Calvo;responded on July 29, with 
a letter stating that the assiqnment ~d relocation was consistent 
with the CommiSSion's policies and was not unreasonable in light of 
the facts stated in the request. / ' 

On August 24, 1986, Edison informed: tTnocal tha-e it would 
not consent to the assignment and1relocation based on Commissioner 
Calvo'S letter. On september 2{, Edison told Onocal that it 
required a formal Commission cider ratifying the reasonableness of 

I 
Edison's consent before it would. agree to the assignment and 
relocation. / 

Complainants arq,ne that Edison misled them at every 
point until the statement/in August that it would not consent -eo 
the assignment and. rel~tion. Edison's argument that the terms 
of complainants' reque:it were unclear or that the terms changed 

I 
over time is belied by the April 1 correspondence from Edison 
to Commissioner calvo's office, which accurately described the 
proposal in detail~ 

Complainants believe that -ehe preceding facts compel 
rejection of Edisbn's arguments that it knew all along that the 

I , 
assignment and'· relocation was not in the ratepayers' . interest; that 

I . 
Edison never e1Jtertaine~,thepossibility that.itwould'vo-luntarily 
agree to the cissignment and reloca-eion; that Edison intended 
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strictly to enforce the terms of the 'Onocal contract; and that 
Nola's April 1 correspondence represented only the opinion of an 
individual who had no authority to bind Edison. 

Thus, complainants argu~, Edison intended all alon~o 
terminate the contract, and Edison negotiated in bad £ait~Y 
misrepresenting its intentions to complainants. At beSY"EdiSOn 
utterly failed to communicate its intentions to Complai~ants and 

. . ~. 

negligently led Complainants down the path of meaningless and 
fruitless negotiations.~ ~. 

Because the Carson project is in the p-\:d)lic interest and 
in light of Edison's conduct, complainants a~k~he Commission to 
order Edison to execute a power purchase agr~m~nt based on the 
settlement offer of May 2&. I 
B. Edison'S POaktion 

In Edison's view, this case ~volves two separate 
projects, the 'Onocal Brea project anctlthe TexaCO/Fluor project: 
The TexaCO/Fluor project was not s';lficiently defi'ned to allow an 
IS04 contract to be signed before;the COmmission suspended 1504 on 
April 17, 1985. The request fo~the assignment of the Unocal 
contract :irst came after the ~spension of IS04. 

I 
Edison negotiated with the complainants to develop· a 

contract that was in the r~~payers' interest. When these efforts 
proved unsuccessful, howe~r, it notified complainants that it 
would not agree to assign the 'Onoeal contract without obtaining 
further benefits for r~epayers~ When the start-up date called for 
in the contract passecVwithout the start of construction, Edison 
exercised its contra~ual right to terminate the agreement. 

Edison ~ieves that this case presents a clear test of . 
the Commission's policy on contract brokering and site switching • 

. 1. le.ctua1 B4eJcgxound, 
Edison"s view of thO' faets of this case differ from 

! . '.' . 
complainants' in several keyrespects,~ '/ ..... 
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. , 
First, Edison views the Unocal contract as a no standard 

contract, since Unocal requested and obtained several olianges from 
the standard offer. Edison believes the contract w~for a 136 MW 
cogeneration project, with 70 MW of firm capacity~nd associated' 
energy to be sold to Edison and the remtLining 6,VMW to be used on 
site. / 

The TexaCO/Fluor venture was an en~irely separate 
pro.ject, in Edison"s o.pinio.n, that did n~.('mature fast e~ough to 
qualify for an IS04contract before the;l:~uspensio.n. After the 
suspension, Edison informed Texaco an~ r:Luo.r that any further 

/ 
negotiations would have to ~e base~o.n the terms of Standard Offer 
No.2 (S02), which remained. in effect. The proposal to aSSign the 
Unocal contract followed. J' 

Edison negotiated. wi~ the complainants, in hopes of 
inco.rpo.rating dispatchabilit~and voltage support in the contract. 
By August 1986, Edison becam'e convinced that the opera't.ing 

I 
characteristics o.f the Ca~son project would not permit dispatch • 
At the same time, fallinJfenergy and capacity price fo.recasts 
convinced Edison that ~e project would not provide eeonom.i:e 
benefits to. Edison's ratepayers. Edison informed the partnership 
of its conclusion at~he August and September meetings. 

Edison d~d no.t regard the letter from Commissioner Calvo 
as providing sufflcient assurance to justify the assignment and 

I ' 

relocation. Although the letter generally supported the project, 
key language on/the reaso.nableness of Edison's proposed action was 
vaque. / 

Be?USe of the lack of ratepayer benefits, Edison would 
no't consent to the assignment and reloeation o,f t~e project, even 
'today, wi't~out a direct order from the Co.mmission. 

2. Edison's View of the rs~s 
/ Edison also differs with complainants in its view of how 

the issues in this case should :be defined. Edison believes that in 
I ' ',..' 

o.rder ,'tO grant the requested relief,. the Commissio.n.mustagree with, 
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complainants that Edison negotiated in bad faith and that the 
appropriate equitable remedy is to assign the' Uriocal contra to, 
the Carson project. Moreover, Edison argues that the Co~ssion 
need not reach th~ issue of bad faith if it finds that ~e proposal 

. / 
is not in the ratepayers' interest or that the request~d relief is 

. . / 
inappropriate. Edison believes that granting the r~ested relief 
would create a very bad precedent for future t/ran~tions with 
other QFs. 

3. Edison's Conduct 
Edison says that it did not negoti&te in bad faith. 

The duty to negotiate in good faith Wit:l:oF / was created in 
D.82-01-103. The. nature of this duty was stated very clearly: 

"When the utility is unwillin or unable to 
accept a QF's proposal, the ~ti1ity must 
respond with a timely counteroffer, or an 
explanation ••• of: ;f 

"1. The specific information needed t~ 
evaluate the proposal; 

/ 
"2. The precise d!7ficulty encountered in 

evaluating thi proposal; and 

"3. The estimated date when it will. respond 
to the pro~sal." (D.82-01-103, a cP'O'e 
2d 20, 8S.)/ 

Edison believes it has met this duty. For example, 
I 

Edison explained why it was refusing the partnership's proposed 
I 

amendments, as detailed in the testimony of its witness John 
/ 

Bunnell, and it made a counteroffer based on S02~ Edison believes 
that complainants are t~ing to assert that investigating a 

, : 
proposal and attempting to work out a solution is bad faith if a 

/ 
solution cannot :be-reached. In essence, complainants' thesis is 

/ , 
that the utility cannot break off preliminary negotiations. Case 

/ ' . 
law and' the relevant literature Mve rejected' ,this ,not'ion .. , . 

I 

/ , 

/ 
I 

,/ 
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/ 
Edison also rejects complainants' assertions that they 

,had met all conditions that Edison ha~ established £or~s consent 
to the assignment and relocation. Several importan~lements of 

/ 
Edison's negotiatinq package--dispatchability, v~age support, and 
other operating benefits--were never agreed t~y complainants. 
Edison did not finally reject complainants' poposal until it 
became clear that complainants were no~wi ing to include these 
important benefits for ratepayers in the amendments. 

Moreover, Unoeal should have en aware all along that it 
bore the risk that the project woulcynot be developed, Edison 
argues. The contract clearly qave;Edison the right to terminate if 
the construction start-up date w~ not met, and the contract also 
required a waiver of any of the;eontract's provisions to be in 
wri tinq. The contract clearl~placed the risk that the project 
would not go forward on Unoea1.. 

4. the Regu~st~ Rel;..d 
Edison also ar~~s that the relief requested by 

I 

complainants is inequit~e and inappropriate. 
The relief is~rocedUrallY inappropriate because 

complainants' request,jin essence, is an application for review of 
a nonstandard contract. The Commission has ruled that only the 
utility may file for/reView of a nonstandard contract. 
FUrthermore, the Commission has ruled that it does not intend to 

. I 
intervene in or re~ite contracts, which is precisely the relief 
that complainants/~equest. 

In addi~ion, the terms of the requested relief are in 
dispute. Ediso~'believes that complainants' claim to IS04 prices 
for the energy ~ssociated with the full 13& MW of the Onocal 
project is merely a strawman constructed t~ make the settlement 

/ 
offer seem more reasonable. Under Edison's view of the Unocal 
contract, the(price of energy in the settlement offer would 
actually· exc~ the price in the oriqinal contra~t.. Edison 

!, 
believes that ,complainant~' attempt to qat the Commi88ion t~ , 

! 
I , , , 
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approve its proposal is an effort to negotiate with the Co 
rather than with Edison. ~ 

The requested relief is also inconsistent wi~the 
Commission's policy, according to Edison. Granting tte relief 
would amount to compelling the utility to purchas~wer at prices 
greater than its avoided cost, in violation of Se'etion 210 of 
PURPA. As noted previously, Edison thinks com ainants' claim o,f 
bad faith is merely an attempt to bring an a licationfor a new 
nonstandard contract.before the Commission as complainants' 
counsel essentially acknowledged in his, 0 ning statement. The 
Commission has also stated its policy t at the guiding standard for 
review of nonstandard contracts is the/economiC indifference of 
ratepayers; that is, the nonstandi:ad agreement should be the 
economic equivalent of a comparable standard offer. Even if 
complainants' economic analyses a e accepted at face value, . 
ratepayers are not indifferent t' this contract Decause of the 
great detriment thatratepayero/wou1a incur if a precedent' allOwing 
contract brokering ana site switching were to emerge from this 
case. / 

In Edison'S opinion, this case presents a clear test of 
the Commission's policy o~site switching and contrAct brokering. 
Eaison points out that ORA's proposed quidelineson negotiating 
IS04 contracts woula not/permit complainants' proposed amendments. 
The facts show that thi~ complaint is an attempt to transfer a 
contract from the ori~nal project to a different project, the 
definition of contradt brokering, according to Edison. The Carson 
project aiffers frod the Brea project in numerous ways: the 
identity of the p~icipants, the date of the start of 
construction, th~/project's size and location, the technology to be 
used, the use Of/the recovered heat from the cogeneration process, 
the interconnection point with Edison's system, the amount of power 
to :be purchased DY Ed'ison, the project's design~ and the fuel or-
energy . source J '. -'. 
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./ 
Moreover, it is clear that the project cannot succeed under tee 
terms of the oriqinal contract without a number of mate7ial /hanqes 
to reflect these differences. ' 

5. De Fxo1E'St'8 Cost 1;9 RAtep§YeX's 
Edison calculates that the project's costs £Or ratepayers 

exceed its benefits by about $140 million. The cal~ations are . 
based in part on Edison's rejection of complainan~' contention 
that unquantifiable soeietal benefits justify pa~ent of more than 
the current avoided cost. Edison points out that complainants have 
admitted that the project would not be built if payments were 
limited to current avoided cost. Edison al~ believes that this 
issue has previously been decided by the Co~ssion: 

"Further, while societal conside;fations have 
always been important to the ~ommission, we do 
not view the development of ~~oided costs as an 
avenue for determining whether certain 
technoloqies or owners should receive 
preferential financial asststance based on 
overall societal benefits/ There are 
undoubtedly proponents of! other worthwhile 
projects who could and would argue that their 
projects provide equallj important benefits. to 
society. Openinq the standard offer process to 
consideration and resolution of such broad 
policy issues would unnecessarily complicate, 
politicize, and leng~hen what is already a 
cumbersome process7" (0.85-07-021, mimec-. PI>. 
31-32 .. ) 

J 

Edison is willing/to honor the original contract, 
although it estimates that/this contract would cost ratepayers 

I 
'between $135 million and/SZOO million in overpayments. Edison 
believes that the Brea project is not viable, and it argues that to 
permit the project to m'ove to the Ca:rson site would. ensure that 
ratepayers would in fiet incur those overpayments. .. 

/ . . . 
Even the MAy 26 settlement offer would eost ratepayers. 

$&1 million, according to, Ec1ison'$ caleulations:~ . Brancheomb's. 
/' 

i 

I 
I 
I 
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analysis was flawed because it compared only th~choice between 
1989 on-line date and a 1992 on-line date for the project. 
Edison's estimates are based on tl comparison of the projec? costs 
with the current avoided cost during the period of operatLOn under 
the settlement offer, 1992-2012. It performed six sensLlivity 
analyses that convinced it that ratepayers should not/ncur the 
risks associated with the settlement offer. ~ . 

Finally, Edison argues that the Commission should not 
undermine Edison's management discretion to negot ate with OFs by 
forcing Edison to accept the settlement offer. 
c. Q:the~ ~llrtie8' Positions 

1. DRA's P.Qsition 

DRA opposes complainants' requested relief. ORA argues 
that the relocated project would be a WhOl;(Y different project from 
the Brea project contemplated in the ori~nal contract, and that , -

granting complainants' request would allQw brokerinq of the' 
contract. In addition, ORA believes tJlat the amended contract 
requested by complainants would not l/ave ratepayers-indifferent 

I 
and thus would fail one of the im:zr.eant tests the CommiSSion has 
applied in similar situations. 

ORA acknowledges the ph sical similarity of the two
projects, but, like Edison, ORA ~otes the change in Onocal's 
participation in the Carson proj~ct. At Brea, Unocal would have 
received synthesis gas, proces~ ste~, and electricity for its own 
use, but at Carson Unocal wouid receive only the profits from the 
sale of electricity. This difference, among others, persuades ORA 
that the two projects are distinct. 

/ 
ORA argues that ratepayers would face increased risk 

under the contract reques'od by complainants. Like the original 
- I 

contract, the amended contract would require payments of $l79 per 
kilowatt~year for _ 70 wi But the amended contract would: also'fix 
payments at $103 per dlowatt-yearfor anadd·~tional 66MW: ':Fi~g 

- 17 -
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~ the price for the additional payments is an added risk fO~ 
/ ratepayers, and one that, DRAdoes not feel that ratepayers, should 

bear. '/ 

• 

, 

According to DRA, the discussion of the b nefits of the 
Carson project is irrelevant to 'the resolution 0' the complaint, 
because of DRA~s conclusion that the two projec s are separate and 
distinct. Complainants have no right to an a ended contract, ORA 
concludes. 

2. PG&E~s Posi.tion 

This case presents a clear exa,mple of the issue of 
brokering of IS04 contracts, in PG&E'~iew. PG&E believes that 
onocal is 'trying 'to sell its 1S04 contract for $lO million to the 
partnership formed by complainants~The record is clear that 
Texaco and Fluor were not partici~nts in the Brea project, and 
PG&E believes that they are currently seeking Unocal's IS04 because 

I 
they were unable to obtain an I504 for the Carson project before 
the offer was suspended... PG&J notes that Texaco first approached 
Unocal wi thin a few weeks of /the suspension oof I504 .. 

The true nature Of this sale ,is revealed in the letter 
agreement of January 27, ),,986 (Ex. G·) , and the draft partnership 
agreement (Ex. 7). Accoraing to PG&E, these documents. make clear 
that Unocal'$ sole capi~l contribution to the partnership would be 
the assignment of its dontract to the partnership, a contribution 
judged by the parties/to be worth at least $10 million. In PG&E's 
opinion, the arrangements discussed in these and other documents 
make it clear that 'hiS is a case of contractbrokering. 

PG&E asserts that the Commission stated that standard 
I 

offer contracts would be available for well-defined, site-specific 
projects and shoJldnot be used for speculation (D.8S-04-07S). The 
adoption of· the/screening criteria in theQF milestone procedure 
(D. 8S-01-038) ~. reinforces this conclusion., " 

pG&i agrees with Edison that the failure of Edison and 
I ,0 

comPlainM170 reach an agreement does ,not" amount tC>, bad faith. 
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PG&E cites fri9nt v. PGig, 0.83-0&-109, .48 stating t~t t~ 
obligation to negotiate in good faith with QFs does no~ndate a 
particular result to the negotiations. ~. . 

Finally, PG&E'asserts that complainants ~e ~properly 
using the complaint procedure to obtain theCo~ion~s approval 
of a nonstandard contract. ~ 
D. Complainants' Repl,y . 

Complainants think that the oppos ng parties ignore or 
distort the facts. Complainants bel~ieve ~at the record 
establishes the following facts: 

M(a) Complainants requested, in a straightforward 
manner, relocation/as gnment of the Unocal 
Contract; Cb) Edison/agreed, subject to the 
resolution of stated/concerns and the 
fulfillment of specAfied conditions; (c) 
such concerns were/apparently resolved . 
and the required/conditions fulfilled; and 
Cd) Edison uni~aterally changed 1ts mind in 
order to insul~~e itself from any risk and 
after needless;r.y committing Complainants to· 
the expenditure of considerable time and 
resources." i 

/ 
Complainants believe that/ORA ignores certain key facts and that 
Edison and PG&E distort the relevant facts. 

On the alleg~iiOn that complainants seek to engage in 
contract brokering, complainants make several points. 

I 

First, com~lainants continue to feel that this question 
is irrelevant to· th~'resolution of their complaint. 

Second, c6mplainants point out that brokering suggests an 
intermediary, who/for a commission will bring seller and buyer 

I 

together. In thfs ease, the parties have remained the same from 
the outset. Although the precise legal arrangements between the 
complainants maY-differ from those that would have been in effect· 
if the project! had remAineci at Brea, the three co~plaina.nts would'· 

I ,f. ., ~ . 

have been invol veel' in any. eVen:t .. .. 
/. 

I 

.' 

" .: 
;' 

,', '., 
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Third, Edison's own actions indicat~ that it ha 
reservation about the proposed transfer of the project d' it 
did not believe that there was or should be a blanket prohibition 
against transfering projects. 

Fourth, in a memo of February 26, 1986, from Edison's 
Bunnell to Nola, it is clear that Edison did no consider 
complainants' request to be a brokering of the!Brea contract: 

"At the time the Brea contract was signed, it 
appeared that both Unocal (then U~ion Oil) and 
Texaco were conSidering taking aJleading role 
in a coke gasification project./_Edison was a 
participant in a feasibility study conducted 
with Texaco and Fluor, while unocal was moving 
forward, on its own. ~ 

"However, it seemed common kriowledge that only 
one project would be builtl Unocal took the 
precaution of signing a S~andard Offer 4, while 
the Texaco group only re~ntlY made a decision 
to proceed with contract negotiation. Since 
Texaco owns the coke ga ification technology, 
they would have been involved in either case, 
at least as a vendor. !This new request 
probably represents tlje consolidation of all 0'£ 
the interested parties around one for.m of the 
project rather than,/as either a move o£ a 
project from one loCation to another, or as one 
project buying another SO 4 contract and 
running with it ... / (Tr. 152.) 

Finally, complainants remind DRA and others that any 
policy the CommiSSion may fave against contract ~rokering is 
directed against projects! that are not in the public interest. 
Therefore, a threshold question to any analysis involving contract 
~rokering is whether or/not the project is in the public interest. 
Complainants believe t~at they have demonstrated that the public 
interest is served ~yjtheir requested assignment and that, even on 
its own terms, DRA's ;objection to its request should be rejected. 

Comt>lainants' respond to DRA's concern about the risk for 
.. I 

ratepayers by,poin"rng. out that fixed pricecontractsp!Lse are.no 
more risky thana contract that refleets· current.p,rieea.. The real . 
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question in complainants' view is whether the certainty of 
prices is worth the risk that later prices will be lower •. 
in this way, complainants believe that their requestedJmlet~an\er.~s 
present no greater risk to ratepayers than a 
floating prices. 

In connection with this point, compla state that 
their calculation of the contract's benefits, . develops long-
term costs based on a projection of avoided costs, is 
the only ap~roved way of developing lOng-ru~avoided costs under 
the Commission's decisions. From the suspension of IS04 to 
submission of this case, the Commission }fad not approved any other 
method for developing long-run aVOided./OstS. 

Complainants reject the allegation that their bad faith 
claim is based on Edison's failure t6 agree with them. 
Complainants assert that their clai~ is based on Edison's breach of 
its duty to respond promptly With~truthful and timely explanations 
of its position. Complainants ~lso point out. that Edison's claimed 

I 
counteroffer of the 502 contract was no counteroffer at all, but· 
merely stated what already e~ted: the availability of S02. 

Complainants also dispute Edison's claim that its 
I 

rejection of complainants' )proposal was refleeted in a memo of 
February 14, 198'6.. I f th~ memo is deemed to reflect a rej.ection 
of the proposal, then Nol}l's letter to Commissioner Calvo'S office 
of April 1 must be view~d as reflecting a withdrawal of that 
rejection. Complainants argue that these documents support their 

/ 
claim that their proposal was not rejected until August 2'4, 1986 .. 

Edison's clJim that the proposal was not well defined is 
refuted by the many ~tails set forth in the attachment to: Unocal's 

I 

letter of February ¥, 1986.. Complainants also point out that '. 
Edison never conveyed any information to them that suggested that 
Edison placed any S'ignif!Canceon voltage support or ..' 

I '. . ' 

dispatchability. omplainants think that, the Commission ,should 
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give no weight to Edison's position that thes~ issues prevent~d the 
parties from reaching an agreement.. L ' 
E. Ed;i.son" Reply 

Edison believes that it met the Commission's good faith 
requirements in its dealings with complainants.. It ~d~ timely 
counteroffers and gave explanations. Negotiations were not strung 
out, as complainants allege, as shown by the fac that all of the 
negotiations, from the presentation of the pr~sal in February 
until Ed.ison's rejection in August, consumed only a total of six 
months. 

Edison also points out that the Commission requires. 
either a counteroffer or an explanation and thus Edison was not 
always obliged to explain its poSitiop when it presented a 
counteroffer. The important questi~, in Edison's. view, is whether 
any explanation wasneaded at a particular point, in the 
negotiations. ;I 

For example, Edison believes that no explanation was 
required when it exercised it~contractual right to terminate the 
contract. The contract clear1y stated the right and required any 
waiver of this provision t~/be in writing. Complainants.' letter of 
November l7, 1986, requesting Edison's assurances about the 
termination issue implicx~ly acknowledges that only a written 
waiver would meet the riquirements of the contract. 

/ 
Edison denies complainants' assertion that it encouraged 

I 
the relocation/assignment or that it waived the requirement for 
starting constructiO~ by the date specified in the contract. 

Edison co'ntinues to believe that complainants' actions 
amount to brokeridg of the contract. Contract brokering is against 
the COmmiSSiOn'~~liCY' as was. made clear in its report to the 
Legislature on /pioneer" QFs. ,Edison states, "It would be , 

inconsistent for the Commission to order Edison to perfor.m the very 
actions it COx/damns-as imprudent t~ the Legislature." 

I . 
, 

I 

L 

/ 
/ 
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Moreover, Edison believes that the contract i~ in the 
public interest~ The prices in the IS04 were based o~economic 
forecasts made in May and June 1983 that were declared t~ be 
dangerously out of date in April 1985, when. th~ IS0'4 was suspended~ 
~o grant complainants an opportunity to reinstat~such prices would 
almost certainly result in unnecessary harm t~atepayers. 
F. DRA'$ Reply / 

ORA's reply clarifies that it ta~s no position on 
whether or not Edison has acted in bad f~h towards complainants. 
But ORA continues to believe that the re'quested relief is not in 

/ . 
the public interest~ DRA views the proposed assiqnment and 
relocation as a means of cireumventu(g the suspension of IS04, 
which is equivalent to brokerinq t~ contract. 

/ 
The fixed capacity pa~nts of either the contract or the 

settlement offer pose an added ~Sk for ratepayers, ORA continues 
I 

to assert. Such fixed payments are a gamble for ratepayers, 
I 

regardless of whether they compare favorably or unfavorably with 
/ 

today's outlook of future ~ices. In addition, such fixed payments 
provide an undenia})le bene"fit fox: complainants because they add to 
the predictability of th,! project's revenue stream. 

ORA adds that/even if Edison and'complainants had reached 
agreement on modifying/the contract's terms, DRA would have opposed 
the revised contracjlas a disservice to, ratepayers. 

A.. ~ekground 
/ 

III. Discuss;'on 

When~e chose to develop the standard offers t~ fulfill 
in part our obligations under PURPA, one of our hopes was that the 
existenee Of/the standard offers would avoid the necessity of 
detailed reriew of 1ncii vid.ual contracts between. utili ties: and. what 
promised. to be a multitude of QFs~ The economic and natural 

seemed. partieularlywell suited to the 

I'. ", 
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development of the independent generators that PURPA was int~nd~ 
to stimulate, and we concluded that a case-by-case review of ~ 
individual contracts would soon prove to be unwielay. Thu~we 
engaged in the sometimes tedious and laborious task of developing 
form contracts that the utilities were required to- offe/to- QFs. 
Once we approved these standard effers, the utilitY'~UrChases 
under the centracts were presumed to, be reasonable~nd we hoped 
that this prior appreval and presumption of reaso~bleness would 
also. speed up the review of the reasonableness o£ the utility's 
everall purchases. / 

The standard' offers were also. des~ed to. neutralize the 
tremendous bargaining, power of the utility~s the only purchaser of 
the QF's power. We adopted several requ~ements to. ease . 
negotiatiens between utilities and QFS,jbut the OF's ultimate 
bargaining power was its right to- accept the standard offer if it , 
could not come to. different terms with the utility. 

Once the OF and the util~'y signed a contract--either one 
of the standard offers or a ne90t~ted contract--we had hoped that 
our subsequent role would be lim/ted to the usual review of the 
reasonableness of the utility,slpurchases and administration of its 
contracts with QFs. If la;ter disputes developed between the 
utility and the OF about the interpretation or implementation ef 
the contract, we presumed 'at the parties would turn to the common 
resources for resolving su~h disputes--negotiations, arbitration, 
and, if necessary, the cclurts. 

Complainants iave stated their complaint in this case in 
I 

a way that is apparently intended to. fall within the limited role 
we have said we woulalassume in these disputes. Nevertheless, it 
is new clear that t~ primary points of the cemplaint boil down to 
disputes that fre~ntly arise around contracts of all types and 

. I . 
that have been addressed, in several .. hundred years of cont:t'act law .. 

I . . '.' 
Very little in this complaint requires our special expertise to 
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resolve; most of the issues could have been handled by th 
means of dispute resolution. 

At this point, having accepted the complai 
the hearings, and evaluated the arguments of thebr efs, we will 
not direct the complainants to another forum. Bu neither will we 
ignore the principles that have developed over ~e years to· resolve 
these issues. Al though the parties have to a large part declined 
to characterize their disputes in terms of c~tract law, we find 
that our analysis of. these issues is great~1 aided.by referring to
the general principles of the law on cont~cts and agreements~ Our 
discussion will largely follow this ana)iSiS. 
B. :the 'Onoeal Contnet I __ 

Our analysis begins with the contract between Unocal and 
Edison, signed on December 5, 1984. /rrhe contract was based on 
interim IS04, but there were sever~ terms that differed' from the 
standard offer (see Ex. 14, pp. 4f, Appendices 0 and E). 

A minor dispute arose during the hearings about whether 
I 

the eontract was or was not an I~04 contract. It appears that all 
parties now agree that the con~ract is a nonstandard contract based 
on IS04. / 

We agree with thiS/Characterization of the contract. As 
a general rule, a contract with only very minor changes from a 
standard offer might still/be regarded as a standard o·ffer. The 
Unocal contract, however,/contained several changes that were 
bargained over, with eacl;i party receiving a concession from the 
other as part of the a9r~ement to include the changed provisions 
(Ex. 14, pp. 5-6). Wheh the parties have made mutual concessions 
to obtain desired chan~es on substantial terms of the standard 

. I 
offer, the resultingtgreement should. be viewed as a negotiated: or 
nonstandard contractf . 

Complainants have argued that the Brea project and the 
car~on project: are/es.sentially the same project~,At the time 0·£ 
the Signingof'thJonoeal contract,. it is clear. from .the record 
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that the two projects were proceeding along separate pat Texaco 
continued to discuss with Edison the arrangements for contract 
to cover its project, and as late as March 19B5-, th possibility 
of Edison's participation in the ~exaco project w~ still open 
(Ex. 14, Appendix F). None of these discussion~would have been 
necessary if the parties had regarded the Bre.l'prOject and the 
Los Angeles Coke Gasification Project as th~same project. And, as 
we will discuss, the eventual proposal fo~the Carson project 
differed in. several important respects tfom the pro·ject described. 
in the Unocal contract. ~ 
c. Ahe RxoPoSed Modifications 

To accomplish the goal 0 transfering the Unocal contract· 
to the Carson project, complaina s required three separate changes 
to the Unocal contract. First, the contract had to be aSSigned to 
the partnership, and under th terms of the contract this . 
aSSignment required Edison,s/consent. Second, several terms o·f the 
contract had to be amended;t0 reflect the differences between the 
Brea project and the Carson project. Edison had to agree to these 
amendments before the aminded contract could :be· valid. Third, the 
contract gave Edison th' right to terminate the contract if 
construction had not ~~qun :by December 1, 198&. Complainants 
needed Edison's agreement either to amend this provision or not to 
enforce its rights. ~der this provision. We,will address each of 

h . . I 1 t ese prov~s~ons separate y. 
- I 1. The Ass1g:nment 

The unoe~l contract specifically provides for assignments 
in Section 21: / 

I 

"Neither Party shall voluntarily assign its 
ri9hts nor delegate its duties under this 
C~tract, or any part of such rights or duties, 
~thout the written consent of the other 
Party.... • • Any such assignment or delegation 
made without such written consent shall be null 
and void. Consent for assignment shall not be 
withheld unreasona:bly.~ 

". 
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The contract ,itself supplies the answers to the issues 
concerning assignment. Edison's written consent to the assignment 

/ was required for a valid assignment. However, Edison had no r~t 
to withhold i t5 consent unreasonably. Edj,son could reaSOnab}! 
inquire about the ability of the partnership to fulfill Unoeal's 
responsibilities under the eontract. Once those inquiriee: were 
satisfied, however, Edison should have responded to the/formal 
request' for assignment of February 19, 1986,. with ita/written 
consent to the assignment. This record reveals n~~ason for 
Edison to have withheld its consent, and we conc de that Edison 
was bound under the contract to give its writte consent to the 
requested assignment from Unocal to the partn ship. 

It is' important at this point to c: arify exactly what 
such an aSSignment entailed. An aSSignme~ merely replaces one 
party to a contract with another party .. '. flhe new party assumes the 
rights and duties stated in the contraci, and those rights and 
duties are not changed unless the con~act is amended. Assigning 
the eontract to the partnership woul/merely obligate the 
partnership 1:0 build. the project ayarea and to sell the required 
amount of power to Edison at the terms specified in the contract. 
The assignment would not accomplish the relocation,. Which required 
several amendments to the c07:t:%: let, as was recoqnized in 'O'nocal '5 

request for the assignment. 
As things develope , 1:he request for assignment got 

completely mixed up with thef request for relocation. Because the 
bare assignment of unoeal'/ rights and duties was virtually 
meaningless to complainanis without the relocation to the Carson 
site, complainants never/pressed the issue of the assignment alone. 
Edison's failure to. graft its written consent to the assignment 
never really affected the complainants.. 'rhus, we conclude that 
under these Circumsta.n6es, Edison's failure to grant its. assignment 
was harmless./ 

,/ 
,. 

/ 
I 
I 

I 
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2. :rAA Relocation l!mep!!!Je:nts / 
The heart of the complaint concerns Edison's :eactio~ to 

complainants' request for relocation. In terms of the OnocaY 
/: contract, the request was for amendments needed to eonvert~he 

Unocal contract into a valid contract covering the Carso~project. 
Among other terms, the provisions setting forth the Si~ and 
location of the project needed to be changed.Witho1ll{ these 
amendments, the mere assignment of the Unocal cont~t to the 
partnership would have the effect of obligating t~e partnership to 

.I 
b~ild and operate the Brea project as descr7.l.bed 'n the original 
contract. 

a. Spec:i.fu A!Denc;lmel!:tr1! 

Discussions with Edison about a ~elocation began as early 
as February 1985, but complainants made tieir initial written 
mention of such amendments in the lette~ of February 19', 1986, from 
Keith Openshaw, a senior vice preSiden;! of Unocal,. to EO' A. Myers, 
an Edison vice president (Ex.14, Ap~dix H). However, this letter 
focuses primarily on the aSSiqnmen~nd only briefly mentions the 
need for amendments. The letter/romises a list of needed 
modifications at a later date. 

So far as the record;reveals, the detailed list of 
modifications was never suppl1ed to Edison. Discussions seemed to 
have turned to the general qu~stion whether Edison WOUld' consent to' 
a relocation, and the record(does not demonstrate that 
complainants' specific contfract amendments were ever communicated 
to Edison. / 

If a specific proposal had been presented to Edison, it 
would have been in compiainants' interest to provide evidence of 
that fact. From compliinants' failure to present such evidence, we 
may conclude that no 'pecifiC list of proposed amenamentswas 

~ d d' I commun.l.cate to E ~son. 
This fact leads to two conclusions. First, we conclude, 

that Edison never the amended contract'· that. 
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complainants desired, because no such offer was ever communicate 
to Edison. Second, for the same reasons, Edison cannotb& fo' d to 
have negotiated in bad- faith concerning specific amendments o.the 
Unocal contract. However Edison's duties in negotiations ith QFs 
are defined, no duties arise unless and until a OF make an offer 
or presents a proposal. ." / 

These conclusions help us define the issues in this case 
more clearly. A utility'S duties in negotiations/~ith. OFs must be 

evaluated in terms of the specific offer or proBos-al that the OF 
presents for the utility'S response. The 8peC~iC propo$al that 
complainants presented to Edison was the re~st for Edison to 
consent to the relocation and to agree to ~~otiate, sometime in 
the future, specific amendments to the unoeal contract. 

/ . 
b. Geneual Agreement on Rel2C"tign 

The narrowed question for our'resolution thus becomes 
whether Edison ever agreed in concepti to the relocation and agreed 
to negotiate appropriate amendments, 0 the the Unoeal contract • 

(1) Express Agxeement 
From our review o£ the record, it is clear that 

Edison never expressly consented to the concept of the relocation 
nor agreed to negotiate approp.fiate amendments. On all occasions 
when Edison expressed support7for the relocation, it also stated 
either conditions to its co~ent that were never fulfilled or 
proposals for other amendmints that complainants never agreed to. 

This concljsion may be illustrated by conSidering 
I . 

the details of one of the times. when Edison seemed closest to 
/ 

consenting to the relocation proposal. In March of19SS., Edison 
I 

had been viewing the relocation favorably, but it withheld its 
unconditional. consen~because it wanted t~ consult.with members of 
the Commission's staff.. The staff also seemed to favor the 

I ' '. _ . . ' 
relocation, and Edison sought to:confirmthe staff's approval- in 
the letter of April 1, 1986" fromSebastian'Nolaof:Edison to, . 

. / " . I . 
I 
I 
I 
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Commissioner Calvo's office. The letter's. closing comes close to 
stating Edison's conditional consent to the relocation: 

~Please let me know if the above remain8 
your understanding, for we plan to' proceed 
with the assignment and relocation based 
upon. your input and suggestions.~ 

The letter seems to say that if staff confirmed the. understandings, 
described in the letter, then Edison would consent 7toihe 
relocation. 

Two points, however, prevent us from coming to this 
conclusion. First, the letter may also be read ~ soliciting 

" staff's suggestions for Edison' s considerat~ .. on . n form. ulating its 
ultimate position on the relocation question. Second, and more 
important, the letter clearly indicates th} Edison did not intend 
at this time to accept complainants' relocation proposal without 
further negotiations. Perhaps as a result of its earlier 
discussions with staff, Edison recogni~d at this time that the 
California Energy Commission's permiYfor the project was required, 
and that the CEC was unlikely to gr~t that permit unless added . / 
dispatchability provisions were included in the contract. For 
these reasons,'the letter stateS;f"Edison will attempt' to negotiate 
dispatchability provisions .into~thiS contract.~ 

Our conclusion/that no meeting of the minds occurred 
at this point is confirmed by,/the notes from a follow-up meeting 
between Edison and <::omplain~nts. The notes record that 
complainants' representatives ~indicated general agreement with the 

I 

terms described in the letter with the exception of the requirement 
to add dispatch features lreo the agreement." 

Our impression is that this was the point when the 
parties came closest trf agreement. Before th.i.s time, Edison made 
it clear that it wanted to· discuss the relocation with the 
COmmiSSion's staff bfifore it would agree to the relocation .. 

I . . 

Edison's consent inflater discussions·was conditioned not only on. 
increased dispatchahility, ,but also- on adequate approval from: a I . . 

! 
I 
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Commissioner (the approval received was too contingent and 
ambiguous to supply the assurance Edison desired) and later on a 

/ 
formal order from the Commission, which was never souq,ht. 

~hus, Edison never unconditionally aJe~Pted 
complainants' proposal to relocate the project, ay<1 _ complainants 
never accepted Edison's counterproposals. 'the meeting of the minds 

/ . 
that is the essence of a legally enforceable ~reement never 
occurred. /. 

Another type of express ag~mentmay be formed 
when a party agrees to perform some act 6n theoeeurrence of a 
stated eondition. For example, if Edi~n had stated that it would 
~gree to the relocation when a forma~order was received from the 
Commission, then it would be bound}fy its agreement when the 
stated condition, the Commission'eI'formal approval, occurred. 
Complainants sometimes seem to s/ggest that they repeatedly met I .. 

such conditions, only to be confronted by another condition to 
Edison's consent to the reloeltion. . . 

From our revi'w of the record, we- ean find no 
instance when Edison stateo1that it would agree to the relocation 
if a certain occurrence to'ok place, and then balked on its 
commitment when the even;';' occurred.. It 1s uncontested that Edison 
sought various levels o,f approval from the Commission's- staff and. 

f 
from Commissioners, but we can find no clear record, that its 
consent to the reloc.lt.ion was contingent on the receipt of these 
approvals·. / 

Thus, we cannot conclude from the record before us 
I 

that a contract w~s formed upon the satisfaction of a specified 
cond:i tion. / 

(2) Implied Agreement 

/The conclusions of the preceding section lead to the 
next question/and to: the core of complainants' argument: Should 
Ed.ison's consent to the relocation and agreement' to negotiate 
amendmentil.o the Unocal contract:be implied~ either .uncler the 

I 

.' 
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doctrines of contract law or under the duties that th Commis.s.ion 
/ 

has imposed on utilities in their neqotiations with~FS? 
The law recognizes two types of implied contracts~ 

The first, fully described as an contract implie.d in fact, arises 
when the parties' assent to an agreement is 1M ~fested by conduct, 
rather than in words. Nothing in the record in this ease suggests 
that Edison ever consented to complainants' relocation proposal by 
its conduct, rather than verbally. 

The second type of implied contract is· the contract 
I 

implied in law. The law will create an obliqation, without reqard 
to the intentions of the parties, wh.e'n one party receives an 
benefit which it IMy not justly ret'in. A.contract implied in law 
corrects this unjust enrichment ~d restores the harmed party to 
its former position. Again, nothing in the facts of this case 
suggest that any party has be,t unjustly enriched. 

Another l.egaljioctrine that could. conceivably apply 
in this case is pro~ssory estoppel. If, for example, Edison had 

I 
indicated to complainants/that it would consent to the relocation 
and complainants substan~ially changed their position in reliance 
on that representation,~Edison's representation would be enforced, 
even if it received n~hingin exchange for its promise, if 
enforcement was the only way to avoid injustice. But, again, there 
is nothinq in the fa~s demonstrated in this ease that would call 
for the applicationfof this doctrine. 

Thuls, we eonclude that there is no basis in law for 
implying th~t Ed~on conSented to the relocation proposal. 

e. Duty t'o Negotiotiate in Good Faith 
The ~inal part of our analysis will consider 

I 
complainants' ;assertion that Edison's behavior,was a breach of its 
obligation, c eated by the Commission, to negotiate in good faith 
with QFs. 

, - 32 - . 
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. / 
This duty was created in·O.82-01-103, when we adopted ~e 

standard offer concept and set the ground rules for transactio~ 
between utilities and QFs: / 

MThe utilities are expected and shall be 
required to bargain conscientiously toward a 
conclusion. The best evidence of good faith ~ 
a collection of written documentation compil~d 
along the way. When the utility is unwill~g 
or unable to accept a OF'S· proposal, t/e 
utility must respond with a timely , 
counteroffer, or an explanation .•• of: 

"1. The specific information needed to 
evaluate the proposal; ;I' 

M2. The precise difficulty encQUntered 
in evaluating the prop~sa ; and 

"3. The estimated date whe it will 
respond to the propos • It· 
(D.82-01-103, p. l06j1-

Complainants assert vigorously thatjEdison has breached this duty 
in its dealings with complainants.;' 

(1) The ll..,tuX'e: of tho Vtility'8 Putt 
A primary problenl with. complainants' argument is 

that it ignores the context i~WhiCh this duty arose. The 
negotiations referred to in this quotation were the negotiations 
leading up to a contract be~een a utility and a OF. At the time 
of its dealings with compliinants, Edison had no reason to' believe 

I 
that the Commission intended these specific obligations, to apply to 
negotiations to modify ~contract that had already been sucessfully 
negotiated. / 

Thus, our task is to define what obligations towards 
QFs we should expect~Edison to have had durinq,1985, when its 
negotiations with complainants took place, in the context of 
proposed modifications to an· existing contract. As a party to a 
valid.and bindin9/contra.ct, ·Edison had. an obligati<:>n ,to deal with 
the other party airly and in good fa! th with. respect: to: 
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/ 
contractual matters. Certainly, Edison should have reCOgnized~at 
it had a continuing o~ligation of good faith in its dealings/with 
complainants as a OF. The specific requirements est@lished in 
0.82-01-103, however, could not reasonably be expected tO~PplY; 
since complainants' proposals were never presented in a!Precise and 
complete form, it would have been difficult for Edis~to have 
responded within the limits set in 0.82-0l-103. ~ 

The general duty of qood faith Ob~:~~ed E~ison to 
respond quickly and frankly to complainants' questions and 
proposals. However, it must ~ recognized th~ the difference 

/ 
between the negotiations toward a contract contemplated in 
0.82-0l-103 and the negotiations toward ameridments that are the 

I 
subject of this Case had a siqnificant ef~ect on the nature of the 
duty of good faith. ~ 

The duty created in 0.8'2-01-103' waS deSigned to 
cheek, at least in part, the overwheiming ~argaining power of a 
utility that is essentially the onl~ buyer in the market. The 

/ 
specific steps we required from the utility were intendadto ensure 
that the utility would not need~ssly delay negotiations and would 
be honest and fair in making kriown its legitimate objections to a 
OFI's proposal. / 

Once a contract is created, however, the positions 
of the parties change dr~icallY. ~he utility, like the QF, has 
rights and obligations, SrCifiCallY set forth in the contract. It 
has promised to perform certain duties., and' it has a right, 
enforceable in court i~neCeSsary, to receive the performance 
promised by the OF. Tfe bargaining imbalance is transformed by the 
contract into a relatAonship defined by mutual agreement. In terms 
of the private law cjeated in the agreement, the parties are equal, 
and both parties are equally subject to- the public law's sanctions 

I 
for failure to live u~ to their promises. -

Thtise- principleshelp.illuminate ,the proper d.uty and. 
I - ' ". " " . 

behavior of Edison when presented with the relocati.on proposal .. , At 
I . , 

/ 

/ 
) 
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the time the relocation was proposed, Edison had the right to, 

enforce, if it chose, the terms of original Unocal contr~(With 
the possible exception of the changes resulting from an assignment, 
as previously discussed). Although some of the change~that 
presumably would be required by complainants~ reques~were minor 
and had no real effect on the relative poSitions o~the parties, 
other changes were substantial. For example, to c~mplY with the 

/ 
request for rel~ation, the contract would hav)lto be amended to 
reflect the increased size of the relocated px:oject (136, total MW 

I . 
at Brea versus 174 MW at Carson). In addition,. because- of the 

I . 
change in the thermal requirements of the associated processes, the 
expected net capacity sales to Edison WO~d increase from 70 MW at 
the Brea location to 142 MW at Carson (alJ.thoughthe amount sold at 
502 prices, the capacity price option /elected by Onocal in the 
contract, would remain at 70 MW). ;1 

. Edison was correct ill viewing this increase asa 
substantial change in the relativ~poSitions of the parties. The 
primary reason for the suspensions of IS04 and S02 was a fear that 
the capacity payments under thesfe offers were too high in relation 
to the utility'S true avoided c~s,ts.. This perceived overvaluing 
was to a large extent a function of the rapid and unanticipated 
growth in capacity to be suptlied by QFs. 

Thus; Edison"s situation at this time was this: It 
had a right under the Unoc~l contract to accept no more than 70 MW 

" of capacity at S02 price.s and 66 MW at SOl, as-available capacity 
prices. It had received a general proposal to amend the contract 

/ 
to require it to accept additional capacity from the project. The 

i 
terms under which this capacity would be purchased were somewhat 
unclear. At a minimUm, the relocation would require the purchase 
of at least 6 addi~ional MW of as-available capacity. the proposal 
was initially pre/ented, however, as an increase in the contract 
capacity from 70/MW to 135 MW.· This increase was. first proposed at 
the IS04 .. pr1ees/,:although Edison quickly rejected 't.hisp~opo$al,· 

I - 3$ -
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since 1S04 had been. suspended (Ex. 14, Appendix G). Later / 

discussions seemed to assume that the additional capacity wou1d be 
firm capacity,'presumably sold at some version of 502 price~ 

How should Edison have responded in these~ 
circumstances? At,the outset we should note that we have only 

. recently adopted guidelines to govern the utilities" p'havior in 
negotiations of contract modifications· with QFs. ~t'th~ time, 
obviously, Edison did not have the benefit of the~ guidelines, and " . although Edison should have been aware of the ~delines' 
underlying principles, it would be unfair to Jply the specific 
guidelines retrospectively (0.88-10-032, mi~., p. 39). 

We think it was reasonable ~r Edison to consider 
the effect on ratepayers of the substantual modifications that were 
needed for the relocation. Edison kne~at this time that we 
expected negotiated agreements to be the economic equivalent of our 

I 
approved standard offers (D.S2-01~1J.3, p. 91), and Edison should 
have made the logical extension 0?ithiS principle to the results of 
negotiations to amendments to eX;Sting contracts. In evaluating 
proposed amendments to a contract, Edison should have analyzed both 
the costs to and benefits for ;!atepayers that would result from the 
changes. If, after considerUng the various aspects of the 

I . 

contract, Edison concluded that the amended contract was no worse 
for ratepayers than the e~sting contract, then Edison should have 
consented to the relocatLon, assuming that no other concerns 
superseded this eV4luat~n. . 

The staridard we have just set out is a minimum 
standard, a threSholo/test for considering proposed amendments. 
Certainly it would have been reasonable for Edison to explore the , . 

possibility of gaining further benefits for ratepayers from the 
negotiations, eS~ially in light of our expressedd.i.ssatisfaction 
with the price l~els of IS04. And a corolla%:y<of this principle 
is that if Eclisoh concluded th4t the net effect C)f the ~ecessa:r::y: 
amendments was Cietrimental to .ra~epayers. , it should have" attempted 

/. ,. 
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to receive roughly equivalent concessions to maintain th 
ratepayers' economic indifference to the changes, in thel'contract. 

Edison alleges that its attempts to n~otiate 
improved provisions on dispatchability and reactive!power support 

/ 
were motivated by this, consideration. Complaina~s view the 
reference to dispatchability and reactive powe~support as a red 
herring, fished out after the fact to divzrt /ttention from 
Edison's bad faith. 

The record indicates that e issues of 
dispatchability and reactive power supp~ were raised repeatedly 
throughout the negotiations. The notiln of including-increased 
dispatchability was first raised in ~£e preliminary negotiations of 
February 14, 1986 (Ex. 14, APpendix/G).. Unoeal's written request 
for relocation of February 19 (EX~3, Ex. Ai Ex. 14, Appendix H) 
included a discussion of dispatcllability and reactive power support 
and indicated that complainants/were willing to negotiate 
appropriate modifications wit'rl Edison. 'rhe April 1, 1986, letter 

I ' 
also stated that Edison wou~d attempt to negotiate improved 
dispatchability provisionsjinto the amended contract (Ex. 14, 
Appendix I). By April 18/ 1986, complainants wer,e unwilling to 
increase dispatchabilitY~but the issue seemed to remain part of 
the negotiations (Ex. 7" Appendix J).. 'rhe issue of 
dispatchability surfa,ed again in the meeting of september 25. 
Even as Edison rejected complainants' request for the relocation 
and assignment, it ~cluded dispatchability AS a desirable element 

I 

of a new contract vEx. 14, Appendix N). And the final negotiations 
between the partiJs ce~tered on the issue of dispatchabili ty (Ex. 
14, Appendix 0)./ 

~ conclude that the issue of increased 
dispatchabilit~was not a diversion but was a centrAl element 
throughout the/negotiations. between the parties. We also conclude 
thAt 1'mprOved/ dispo.tehability was a logicAl And reasonabl!, . 
concession for Edison t~ seek inexehange for accepting Additional 
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firm capacity from the project. The value of capacity varies 
throughout the day and with the seasons •. Increased dispatchab~ity 
meant that Edison could use the capacity it was obliged to pur'chase 
at those times when it would be most valuable to Edison's ~tem, 
thus minimizing any overpayments that would result from c~nges in 
forecasts of the value of capacity. / 

(2) Conside~ation of the Project's Benefits 
Complainants respond that Edison shou~ have also 

considered the additional benefits associated Wi~h he relocated 
project in reaching its decision on the relocatio request. 

As· we have discussed, we agree wi the general 
principle that the utility'S evaluation of proptsed amendments 
should consider both the costs and benefi~s f~ ratepayers of the 
proposed amendments.. Complainants urge thatfhe benefits of .their 
proposed contract to a broader group than

1
just ratepayers should be 

considered. 
Complainants' list of ben its o,f the Carson project 

include the demonstration of new teChnoJlogies with environmental 
benefits, direct benefits to Edison's iatepayers, the reduction of 
environmental pollutants, reduction 01 dependence on imported oil, 
increased load-following abilities, /eduction in transmission 
losses, and indirect benefits to Edison'S ratepayers· and other 

I 

Californians in the form of reduced oil imports, increased in-state 
j 

oil refining, and increased employment. 
J 

Complainants' list of benefits raises several 
/ 

issues. First, in 0.82-01-l03 we considered how to regard societal 
benefits in the calculation Of/aVOided cost: 

"These 'social costs' include the risks 
associated wi~h imported energy supp11es 
and environmental degradation related to 
conventional/generation. While several 
parties suggested that we explicitly 
include 'social costs' in the avoided· 
cost ealcul/ation,. we are not including 
such factors at this time .We prefer to 
recognize social. costs in the general 
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policy judgment that OF production is 
competitive at avoidea costs.~ 
(0.82-0'1-103,. pp. 25-26 .. ) , 

Translated into the terms of this case'/~ese 
principles mean that larger social benefits do not i~hemselves 
justify the ~y.ment of higher prices to the OF, as c'omplainants, 
recognize. It is clear that the Carson project h~ tremendous 

I 
potential to demonstrate some enormously benefi~al technologies, 
and we believe that the record shows that Edi~ recognized these 
benefits from the outset. However, the que)iion of how much 
ratepayers must pay to support those benefirts had to dominate , 
Edison's consideration of the relocation./ 

Another aspect of complai~ants' argument is an 
analysis of the direct economic benef~ts to ratepayers~ ,A large 
part of this analysis considers the effect of a settlement offer 
that complainants made to Edisontn ay 26, 198.7. However, the 
evaluation of Edison's good faith n negotiating with complainants, 
requires us to consider only the >nformation that was available to 
Edison at the time of the alleged bad faith. The settlement offer, 

, I 
which we will later discuss in/detail, was not conveyed to Edison 
until well after the period ~f the direct negotiations. , 

Thus, the ana.l.ysis. of direct economic benefits that 
I " 

Edison should' have performed in response to Unocal's request should 
f 

compare the Unceal contraot with the contract that complainants 
I 

were seeking in their re~ocation request. This comparison, as 
! 

performed by complainants' witness, resulted in net costs ranging , 
from $80 million to $.19.4 million for ratepayers unaer the four 

/ 
scenarios considered. /Although Edison did not apparently perform 
such a detailed analYSis, the record is clear that Edison was, 
concerned about the cost of the proposed modifications from the 
beginning of negotiJtiOns. ' 

'l'he,fs.ndirect benefits listed by eompl~inants. also 
present at l~as.t"jwO problems. First, man:r:of the listed benefits 
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flow to a broader segment of society than just Edison's rat¢payers., 
although the relevant costs of producing these benefi~t, i· borne 
only by Edison's ratepayers. For example, reduction of ' 
environmental air pollution will benefit the customer of the 

I ' 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, other mu~cipal 

/ 
utilities, and possibly San Diego Gas & Electric COmpany, but those 
customers will bear none of the costs. Reducti?' of oil imports 
and stimulation of in-state oil refining benefi'ts. an even more 
diffused group, but the costs remain concent~tecl on Edison's 
customers. We do not require or expect cost's and benefits to match 
perfectly in all instances, but fairness· ~/quires that a 

I 
substantial benefit should accrue directly to those who bear the 
costs. It is difficult to give much W~9ht to complainants' 
arguments on indirect benefits whenie benefits are so attenuated 
and the costs are so concentrated. 

A second problem with the consideration of indirect 
benefits is the mismatch between cbsts and benefits even within the 
class of Edison's ratepayers. A;ilarge industrial customer may use 
relatively little electricity ~ut consume large quantities of 
imported oil; this customer wLll benefit from the reduction of oil 
imports but pay little of the! cost. A residential customer who 
does not own a car may cons~e proportionally large amounts of 
electricity in relation to~oil use; this. customer will receive 
little benefit for the e~ra costs. These are extreme examples, 
but they illustrate the difficulties of evaluating indirect 
benefits. / 

In reviewing the record of Edison's behavior during 
I 

negotiations with complainants, we conclude that Edison properly 
I 

focused primarily o~the direct costs to ratepayers of the proposed 
I . 

amendments, while iIt recogn.ized and gave weight to ,the particular 
benefits that this/prOject promises. 
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./ 

<I. !:2ncl"usion / 
We concluae that Edison acted reasonably in attempting to 

gain concessionS in the form o,f improved dispa~ChAbilit~na 
reac~ive power provisions in exchange for agreeing ~o/the 
reloca~ion. There is no evidence that these a~tempts" were 
maintained unreasonably, in baa faith, or merely ~cfprolong ~he 
negotiations. We also· conclude that complainantslnever agreed to 
Edison's proposal. ~ 

We have also found that Edison nev~ expressly or 
impliedly agreed to the general relocatio1n ~roposal or to negotiate 
specific amendments to the contract. 

We have concluded that Edis~L."metthe s~and.ard. of good. 
faith tha~ it could reasonably have be~ieved applied to its 
behavior during negotiations of this/sort. 

Our ultimate. conclusion is that complainan~s; are not 
entitled to the central element of'their request, an order to 
Edison to consent to the relocati'on of the> project from Brea to 

cars;~. :J:h!1; COn$t:cuctMm $tail!!> 00l!1: 
J 

The final elementlof the proposed modifications is the 
extension of the construction start-up date set in the tTnocal 

I 
contract. The contract gave Edison a right to terminate the 
contract if construction/had not begun by December 1, 1986. Edison 
e>:ercised its right un~r the contract to terminate the contract, 
an act that quickly l~ to this complaint. 

/ 
Complaina~s argue that part of Edison's bad faith is 

shown by its statements about its intentions with.regllrd to its 
right to terminate!. Complainants assert that the issue of the 

/ 
termination was :aised by Texaco in preliminary discussions with 
Edison as earlY~S July and August 1985. Complainants also contend 
that the subjeC1; came up during meetings with Edison on February 12 
dnd 13, 1986, fnd" that Edison's repr~sent~tiv~s sdid, that t~e • 
construction tart-up date would not be enforced. This .discussion 
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does not appear, however, in Edison's memorandum 8ummari~ 
meeting. No further communications about this provision: are 

/ 
reflected in the record until December l, 1986, when;Edison sent 
its formal notice of intent to terminate. ;' 

The evidence on this point is skimpy. ~he testimony 
concerning Edison's statement that it would n0;tenforce the 
construction start-up date was not contradicted. We als~ deduce 
from the silence of the record on discusSion! durinq the 
intervening month. s that complainants had~me basis. for believinq 
that the termination provision would not exercised. We note 
that the parties were still discussing possible new agreement as 
late as October 24, 1986, without mention of the construction . 
deadline. / 

We conclude that Edison represented to complainants in 
February 1986 that it would not eX£rcise its contractual riqht to 
terminate the contract if the co~truction start-up date was not 
met. Even if Edison received nothinq in exchange for its promise, 
complainants reasonably reliedf'on the Edison's promise and delayed 
beginning work on the projec;!in reliance on Edison's 
representation. Under such~ircumstdnces, the law will enforce the 
promise under the doctrine;of promiSSOry estoppel. We believe that 
the eixcu.mstances in this fdse compel a similar result, and we 
conclude that Edison showld be held to its promise not to enforce 

I 
the construction start-u.p date. . 

I . 
However, we do not find the necessary support for 

I 

complainants' request~d finding that Edison's exercise of its 
termination rights eonstituted- bad. faith. As we have discussed, 

I 
Edison retained all the rights that Unoeal had agreed to give 
Edison under the original contract, including the termination 
proviSion, unless ~d until the contract was amendect. . It is 

I . .. . 
Edison's representalionthat it would not exercise its ter.mination 
rights that pe:rsu~des. us that the termination should-not.be 
enforced. 
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D.. '.rhe Settlemen~ 
After the complaint was filed, the parties attempted t~ 

negotiate a settlement of the case. On May 2&, 19a7, Unofal 
presented a settlement offer that substantially change~its 
proposal for amending the Unocal contract. Ed.ison dft· not accept 
the proposed settlement, and the case proceeded t~earing. At the 
hearing, Unoeal presented the terms of the settlement offer as the 
basis for a contract it would accept if the Co~ssion is inclined 
to grant it relief but is unwilling. to rein5

7
tato the original 

contract. ' . 
We take Unocal's tender of the settlement offer as a 

realistic acknowledgement of the change~hat have occurred since 
the prices of IS04 were developed in MIY.f and: June of 1983. 
However, we,do not believe that our d~ision in this case should be 
swayed by the presence of the settle~ent offer; if Uno~al is 
entitled to the requested relocatiori and assignment, the other 
original contract terms aqreed to/bY the parties should be 

I , 
enforced. If Unocal is not enti~led to the relocation and 
assignment, then the existence~of a more attractive offer is 
irrelevant to our resolution/of this complaint. 

Throughout this opinion, we have stressed that standard 
offers, once accepted, are~contracts between the OF and the utility 
and are subject to the same laws and principles as other commercial 

I 
contracts. My modific~iOns to the contract should be negotiated 
and agreed to between the parties. In this case, the parties 
attempted to negotiatela settlement to the complaint, but those 

j 

efforts were ultimately unsuccessful. While we do not believe that 
Unocal was attempti~ to negotiate with the Commission rather th~n 
Edison, introducin;! an offer that was not accepted by the other 
party to the contract could be perceived as interjecting the 
COmmission into ~he contractual relations between the parties. We 
want to discourdge 'Chis' perception and to discourage oth:er parties 
from trying to involve the' Commis.sion 'in contrac'tual dlsP1l:tes. tn' 

" 
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this ease, we think the settlement offer should be disrega.raed for 
purposes of our decision., . / 

Our action should not be seen as discouraging 
settlements; we favor settlements and have set up~ocedures for 
our consideration and approval of settlements. BUt before a 
settlement is brought before us, it should' be ~reed to by at least 

" some of the concerned parties.. We encouragytJnocal and Edison to 
continue to attempt to negotiate an arrangement that would' permit 
the :beneficial technolO<Jies to be demonstfated without und.ue cost 

/ 
IV. Cgnclu8ion 

to ratepayers. 

We have found that Ed~ should have responded promptly 
and favorably to complainants'ritten request for assignment of 
the contract and that Edison/viOlated. its earlier promise not to 
enforce its right to terminate the Unocal contract if· construction 

I 
was not started by Oecember 1, 1~S6. 

I 
On the central/point of the' complainants' requested 

relief, however, we haveconeluded that Edison never expressly or 
impliedly agreed to th/ relocation or to negotiate appropriate 

I 
amendments to the Un~cal contract that would permit the relocation 

I 

of the project from/Brea to Carson. We have also concluded that 
Edison did not breach the duties imposed by the contract or by this 
Commission in its~egotiations with complainants about the 
relocation.. In light of the central importance of the relocation 

! 

to complainants ~ requested relief, our, conelu8,ions that Edison did 
not act property concerning the assignment and. the termination 
appear to havd no real significance. 

Under the circumstances, complainants' requested relief 
is not justified, and the complaint should be deriied~ 'However, we 
wish to str~ss again that we think the pro-jectis a.proJius.lnq one, 

I " '. , 
and we stl:ongly encourage the parties to continue discussions. to 

.!. '.' 
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/ ". 
// 

/ 
see if a way can be £ound to accommodate the vaxious interests and 
come to an agreemen.t that will allow the prOje7t to- / constructed 
and operated. 
lindings of Fact 

1~ Edison and 'Onocal entered into a c~tract based on I504 
on December S, 1984~ The contract concerne.c(the sale of 70 MW from 
a coke-fired cogeneration facility at Uno.tal's anunonia plant in 
Brea. 

2. On February 19, asked Edison to assign the 
contract to a partnership consistin Texaco-, 
and Fluor. 

3. The contract stated that Edison could terminate the 
contract if construction on tho/'gaSification facility and project 
did not begin by December 1, ~98&~ 

4. On December 1, 1980', Edison notified' Unocal of its intent 
to terminate the contract. il 

S. The 'Onocal cont;,act contained several terms that differed 
from IS04. The parties b~gained about these terms and made mutual 
concessions in arriving /at the agreement. , 

6. Negotiationsjlover the Los Angeles Coke Gasification 
Project, with Texaco- as the leading sponsor" continued after the 
Unoca1 contract was 'igned. 

7. In its leiter to Edison of February 19, 1986, Unocal 
stated that it wouid supply Edison with a list of amendments that 

,I 
were needed to ha,ye the 'Onocal contract apply to- the relocated , 
project at Carson. 

I 

S. Complainants did not supply Edison with'a list of 
i 

requested amendments to the contract to accomplish the requested 
relocation Ofrthe project. , 

9. The! most specific proposal that complainants· presented to 
Edison was a./request for Edison to consent to the relocation o·f the 

i 

project fxom Brea to Cax50n and to agree to negotiate,. sometime in 
the future! specific 'amendments to the 'Onocal: contract.' 

.I 

/ 
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Under the circumstances, complAinants' requested re~ 
is not justified, and the complaint should be denied. Howev~, we 
wish to stress again that we think the project is a promis ng one 
and, in the spirit of our policy favoring reasonable se lements of 
disputes, we would like point out an alternative whi these two
parties may want to evaluate. The most attractive ~proach may 
to start afresh with a new contract under final SO;4 or the 
reinstated SO 2, both of which will be under con&ideration our 
resource plan proceeding to commence shortly. ~ note in a 
recent decision (D. 8~-12-032) we offered tha~a settle~t with 
such terms would leave ratepayers indiffere~ and?:et aintain the 
viability of what we consider a promising technolo • 

In their comments on the proposed decis n, complainants 
arque that the doctrine of promissory e~oppel ~ould apply to 
extend the firm operation date requir~nt of ihe contract. We 
have applied this doctrine to preven;renforc ment of Ed1son's right 
under Section 3.3 to terminate the oontrac when construction did 
not start by December 1, 1986. Te~inat'on for failure to achieve 
firm operation within five years 6£ th execution of the contract, 
or by December 5, 19S9, however/iS 9 verned by a·separate 
provision, Section 12. 
- According to the record 'n this case, complainants 
focused almost entirely on ob~ain ng an extension of the first 
deadline they had to meet, t~e t e for beginning construction. It' 
appears that the question of e ending the five-year limit for firm 
operation was not raised U~il ovember 1986. From our review, we 
find nothing in the recorclth suggests that Edison made any 
representations or promi~s n¢t to terminate the contract if the 
project did not meet thelreqJired firm operation date. This sort 

. / ~ 

of promise or representatiow is an essential element of the 
doctrine of promissorylest~pel, and without such a promise we 
cannot use this doet~ine tb· overcome the plain language of the 
contract • 
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10. Edison presented complainants with eounte;proposals 
concerning dispatchability and vo,ltage suPport./ '.' 

ll. At the time it was considering the r~l~cation request, 
Edison had a contractual right to require Ono~l t~ perform its 
obligations under the Onocal contract. /. . . 

l2. The proposed relocation would h«ve resulted in a , 
substantial change in the relative poSitions of the parties to· the 
Onocal contract. . ~ . 

13. Edison raised the issueo~ispatchability on or about 
February 14, April 1, April lS, and'september 25, 1986. 

I 
14. The Brea and Carson pr~ects would provide a 

demonstration of beneficial tec~ologies and would result in other 
/ 

benefits, including reduetion~f environmental pollutants, reduced 
dependency on imported Oil, and increased employment. 

, I 
15. MAny of the benefits associated with the Brea and Carson 

projects would not accruefirectlY'to Edison~s ratepayers, although 
the costs of the projects would be primarily borne by Edisonrs 
ratepayers. II 

l6. A comparison/of the direct costs and benefits to Edison's 
I 

ratepayers of the Carson project concludes that ratepayers would 
( 

incur net costs ran?ing from S80 million to $l94 million. 
17. Edison represented to complainants in February 1986 that 

I 
it would not enforce its right to terminate the Onoeal contract if 
the start of conitruction was delayed beyond December 1, 1986. , 

18. Complainants reasonably relied on Edison's representation , 
and did not take steps to· begin construction by December 1, 1986. 

19. Complainants presented a settlement offer to- Edison on , 
May 23, 1987'; , 

20. Edison has not accepted 'complainants' settlement offer. 
I • 

• f , 
· • \ 
I 

/ 
f 
~ 

I. 
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COnclU8ions of l',.aw 

1. The Unocal contract is a negotiated or nonstandard 
contract. . / 

2. The Brea project and the Los Angzees ,Coke Gas·ification 
Project were not the same project. 

3. Edison should have consented to e assignment of the 
Unocal contract to the partnership. ;I 

4. Edison d.'id. not accept an ameJed. contract to allow 
relocation of the project, and compla'nants did not offer such an 
amended contract to Edison. 

S. Edison did not negotia~e in bad faith concerning specific 
amendments to the Unocal contrac • 

6. Edison did not expreslsly consent to the concept of 
relocating- the project nor to n"egotiate specific amendments to the 
contract tope~t relocatio~ , 

. I 

7. Complainants did not agree to, Edison's counterproposals 
on dispatehability and volt~ge support. 

S. No g:ound exists' for finding that Edison impliedly agreed 
to complainants' relocation proposal. , 

9. In evaluating/the relocation request, it was reasonable 
for Edison to consider'the effect on ratepayers. of the substantial 
changes to the contrefct that were needed to accommodate the ' 
relocation. i 

10. Edison d.td. not act in bad faith in. considering the 
request for relocJtion. 

11. Edison/Should be held to its promise not to enforce its 
right to termin~e the Unocal contract if,construction did not 

I ' 
begin by December 1, 198&. 

12. The ie1oeation is the central element of the complaint. 
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ORDER 

l~ IS ORDERED that the complaint of Onion Oil Company of 
/ 

California, Texaco Synqas, Inc. and Fluor Carson Inc. is denied. 

/ 

. I . 
This order becomes effective 30 days from, today~ 
Dated an Francisco, California • 

/ 

I 
I 

/ 

/ 
/ 

! 

/ 
/ 

.' 
/ 

/ 
I 
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Onder the circumstances, complainan s' requested relief 
is not justified, and. the complaint should denied... However, we 
wish'to stress again that we think the pro ect is a promising one, 
and we strongly encourage the parties to continue discussions to 
see if a way can be found to accommodate the various interests and. 

I 
come t~ an aqreement that will allow the project to" be constructed 

and operated. I 
In their comments on the jProposed d.ecision, complainants 

argue that the doctrine of promiaiory estoppel should apply to 
extend the firm operation date r~irement of the contract. We 
have applied. this doctrine tro/event enforcement of Edison's right 
und.er Section 3.3 to terminate the contract when construction did 
not start :by December l, 1986. Tel:m.ination for failure to achieve 
fir.m operation within five Y;ears of the execution of the contract, 
or by December S, 1989, h07ver, 15 governed by a separate 
provision, Section l2. 

. Accord1ng to the record. in this case, complainants . / 
focused almost entirely on obtaining an extension of the first 

I . 
dead.line they had to meet, the time for beginning construction. It 
appears that the question of extending the five-year limit for firm 
operation was not raiJec1. until November 1986. From our review, we 

/ 
find. nothing in the xecord that suggests that Edison made any 

I ' 
representations or PfOmises not to terminate the contract if the 
project did. not mea,. the required firm operation date. This sort 
of promise or representation is an essential element of the 
doctrine of prOmis'sory estoppel, and without such a promJ.se we 

I cannot use this doctrine to overcome the plain lanquage of the 

contract. / 
We wirl not order the extension complainants request,. but 

we encourage the part£es to come to a reasonable accommodation on 
I 

the fil:m operation date as part of their attempts to find a way to 
allow the co~t.ruction and. operation of· this project to proceed. .. 

I " 
In a recent ec1sion, D. 88-l2-032, we stressed:. the importance of 
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the five-year deadline f'or fil:m operation. When a OF w~ changes 
to fund~ental prov~aions like the five-year deadline~ the utility 
should seek concessions based on its current p:rojee~ns of avoicled 
cost" (D.88-12'-032, mimeo, p. 23). We encourage tlie parties to 

/ 
negotiate within the guidelines we established. 1.ri D.8'8-10-032 ancl 
the guidance we offered in 0.88-12-032. In t~ particular case, 

/ 
we note that delaying the firm operation of~he project may provide 
benefits in the form of a better match with Edison"s needs for 
capacity. / 
findincm of Pa~ 

1. Edison and Onocal entered i~to a contract based on 1S04 
I 

on December 5-, 1984. The contract jcOnce:rned the sale of 10 MW from 
a coke-fired. cogeneration facility at Onocal's ammonia plant in 
Brea. I 

2. On February 19', 198&1 Onoeal asked- Edison to' a8~iqn the 
I 

contract to a partnership consisting primarily of 'Onocal, Te~co" 
and Fluor. / 

3. The contract stated that Edison could terminate the 
contract if construction o~ the gasification facility and project 

I 
did not begin by December 1, 198&. 

4. On December 1/ 1986, Edison notified. 'Onocal of its' intent 
to terminate the contract. 

/ 
S. The Onocal contract contained several te:rms that differed 

from IS04. The parties bargained about these t~rms and made mutual 
/ 

concessions in arriving at the agreement. 
6. Negotiations over the Los Angeles Coke Gasification 

/ 
Projeet, with Texaco. as the leading sponeor, continued after the 

I 
Onoeal contract was signed. ' 

/ 
1 • In ita letter to Edison of Februa:ry 19, 1986, 'Onoeal 

stated. that it/WOuld supply Edison w1.th a list of amendments- that 
were needed. to have the _t7nocal contract apply to the relocated 
project' at cJrson., 
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